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hot and muggy July in North Carolina hug to all of you!

First,thank you to Gold’s Gym –
Reynolda in Winston-Salem for allowing
us to participate in their June Health Fair.
We enjoyed it very much.
We want to focus this publisher letter
on a special announcement. Natural Triad
in association with Piedmont Integrative
Medicine, PA will be presenting the Natural Triad Health Fair & Symposium I.
It will be held on Saturday, September 10 from 9 am until 5 pm at the Benton
Convention Center in Winston-Salem.
Come spend the day with us. There
will be many local health care businesses
and holistic practitioners present. You
will learn more about optimizing your
health and wellness in a natural and
holistic way.
Plans are still being made, but activities will include:
• Scheduled lectures on important wellness and health issues
• Visiting with vendors and learning
more about local healthcare products
and services
• Door Prizes

Look Fine. Feel Divine.
Michael Day
13
everlastingwealth
20
If you are a health professional,
booths are available and will be sold on
a ﬁrst come/ﬁrst served basis, as space
is limited and certain to sell out quickly.
Don’t miss out!
To register your booth space please
visit our website at www.naturaltriad.com
or call 336.369.4170 and ask for Matt.
We hope to see all of you there!
Until next month, have a happy and
healthy July.

Visit NaturalTriad.com/freereports.html
to obtain the following FREE Reports:
Solutions for Women with Stress - learn more about how to handle
the stresses in your life
Summer Recipe by Paulette Mitchell
How to Make Money Even When You Don't Want To - learn how to
ﬁnd good investments in the Blue Ridge
Hoodia - An ancient African Weight control secret
Detoxiﬁcation - Learn about the Detoxlite Program and its beneﬁts
Light and Infrared Therapy - Learn how LEDs (light emitting diodes)
can heal wounds, burns and more.
The Meaning of Life—Learn more from a yellow duck
Get Fit—7 simple ways you can be more ﬁt in just a few minutes a day
Holiday Recipes—Taste great yet promote weight loss, increase energy
and enhance good health
The 3 Season Diet—Learn to eat healthy for your ayurvedic body type
Key Muscles—Learn about key ring muscles and how learning to chew
differently can help you lose weight
Ancient Mariner—learn how an ancient legend brings everlasting
wealth
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news
briefs
South Beach Naturals™ Comes to the Triad

T

he South Beach Naturals™ Franchise has recently expanded its licensed health
Practitioner Program to the Triad. South Beach Naturals™, a company dedicated
to helping licensed practitioners increase revenues, will be accepting a limited number of health professionals who will make the private-label product line available
to the public.
South Beach Naturals™ are pharmaceutical-grade nutraceutical products available only through physicians and licensed health care practitioners. These herbal
and botanical nutrients are formulated by some of the most highly regarded doctors,
scientists and biochemists in FDA compliant laboratories. Combining the best of science and nature, these products are exclusively blended, supplying the body with
essential antioxidants, as well as nutritive formulations speciﬁcally designed to give
the body the nutrition it needs when it needs it. South Beach Naturals™ products
are designed to help:
• Slow the aging process
• Increase energy & strength
• Reduce fat & build lean muscle mass • Combat cardiovascular disease
• Enhance memory
• Focus on total cellular rejuvenation
Licensed health practitioners interested in increasing cash ﬂow without heavy
franchise or investment fees, should contact us at the numbers below for more information. Or, if you are interested in purchasing any of our wellness products, please
call for the location of a practitioner near you.
For more information about South Beach Naturals™, visit www.ahealthyfranchise.com
or call 336-337-8351 or 336-209-0408, or email jackie@ahealthyfranchise.com
See ad on page19.

A.I.M. For Better Health
and Help a Good Cause

T

he doctors at Advanced Integrated Medicine in Greensboro will be offering lectures on nutrition during the month of July.
On July 12 and July 26 the lectures will begina at 7:30 pm and will focus on
nutrition, lifestyle management and weight loss.
There will no cost for the events, but a $10.00 donation to the Make a Wish
Foundation will be collected after each seminar.
Advanced Integrated Health is located at 4518-A West market Street in Greensboro.
Please call 336-235-4022 for more information. See ad on page 23.
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Hypnobirthing® Childbirth Classes
Begin in July

C

hildbirth is not supposed to be a terrible, painful experience, so why is it such a
traumatic event for so many women? And why do more than 40% of births now
end in caesarian section, the highest percentage in history?
The answer, found in the book HypnoBirthing®: The Mongan Method (HCI
– June 2005 -- $19.95) is simple: because our culture teaches women to fear birth,
it is a painful and unsettling experience. Fear causes three physical reactions in the
body—tightening of the muscles, reduced blood ﬂow, and the release of certain
hormones—which increase the pain and discomfort of childbirth. This is not hocuspocus; this is science.
Through several breathing, relaxation and focusing exercises, HypnoBirthing®
drastically reduces the pain of labor and childbirth. It almost always eliminates the
need for drugs. It reduces the need for caesarian or other doctor-controlled birth
interventions. And it speeds recovery time, allowing for better and earlier bonding
with the baby, which has been proven to be vital to the mother-child bond.
More than 1000 trained practitioners now teach courses on the subject. In the
Triad area, Tag Woods, founder of Body Philosophy, has been teaching HypnoBirthing
since 2002. Her next session of HypnoBirthing® Childbirth Classes will begin July
18 in Kernersville, and Marie Mongan’s book will be included with the class.
To learn more or to register for this upcoming session, call Tag Woods at 336-9926135 or email her at tag.woods@juno.com. See ad on page 25.

Elements Day Spa
Provides Special Gift to Cancer Patients

Elements Day Spa will host a monthly Angel Day for cancer patients.
Kernersville's
Anyone undergoing cancer treatments will be pampered, free of charge, with hand
and foot massages, facials, toenails painted if desired, and even Reiki treatments.
Elements owner Angela Wilson Sherrill hosted the ﬁrst Angel Day in June. It was
so successful and made everyone—including those providing the treatments—feel
so good that they have decided to make this a monthly event, with the next one
scheduled for Monday, July 18 from 2:00 until 6:00 pm.

For more information or to schedule an appointment, please call Kimberly Simser at
336-993-7583. See ad on page 42.
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Herbal Medicine
Consultant Joins
Local Clinic

M

ichele Collins, MPH has joined the
team of North Carolina-based 6th
Sense Therapeutic Massage and Wellness
Center (www.6ths.com), a leading provider of massage therapy and integrative
medicine in Winston-Salem since 1997.
Michele has worked for over 9 years
with communities, organizations, and
individuals to implement and evaluate
public health programs on a range of
issues. After experiencing the profound
physical and emotional healing that herbs
brought to her and others, she decided to
change paths and become an herbalist.
She is a graduate of the UNC-Chapel Hill School of Public Health and the
East- West School of Herbology, and she
is a member of the American Herbalists
Guild. She will work closely with the
acupuncturist and massage therapist to
develop strategies to help clients and
patients formulate a comprehensive
approach involving diet, nutrition, and
herbs (western, Chinese, and Ayurvedic),
as well as body and energy work, creative
practices, and exercise. This comprehensive approach will help restore health and
a sense of balance in life.
For more information, contact Michele
at the 6th Sense Wellness Center, in Winston-Salem, NC at 336-723-4400, or by
email at 6thSense@6ths.com
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Environmentally Friendly Dry Cleaner
Adds Pick-Up and Delivery

D

ry Cleaning Station, the only dry cleaner in the Triad using the GreenEarth®
Cleaning system, is now offering both corporate and residential pick-up and
delivery service.
“Residential delivery is available in a limited number of neighborhoods, but the
service will be expanded as demand increases and we open more drop locations,”
said Gray Patton, who owns the Winston-Salem franchise along with husband Bill.
“Although our Winston-Salem drop location only opened in February, a number of
people have already indicated they would like to have this service. Mike and Marina
Buechner, owners of the new Greensboro location, are also planning pick-up and
delivery service.”
GreenEarth is an environmentally friendly, odorless, biodegradable cleaning
solvent. It is gentler on clothes than traditional dry cleaning solvents and can safely
clean garments with sequins, beads and other delicate trim. The process produces a
high quality of cleaning at prices 20 to 30 percent below that of competitors.
Currently, Dry Cleaning Station has two Triad drop-off locations: 110 Oakwood
Drive in Winston-Salem and New Garden Crossing Shopping Center in Greensboro.
For more information, call the Winston-Salem location at 725-3773 and the Greensboro location at 299-7789. See ad on page 14.

Culinary Series to be Held at Earth Fare

E

arth Fare launches their new Culinary Series this summer which will focus on
selecting and cooking with all natural and organic foods. These classes will help
inform customers that healthy eating doesn’t mean you have to sacriﬁce taste!
The Culinary Series will focus on quick, easy, and delicious main dishes,
desserts and party foods that everyone will love. These classes are offered free to
the community.
For dates and details, or a full calendar of events, www.earthfare.com Earth Fare,
the Healthy Supermarket, 2965 Battleground Ave, Greensboro. 336-369-0190.

The Naturopathic
An Afternoon of
Health Clinic of North Intense Renewal
Carolina Now Open Now Permanently at
he Naturopathic Health Clinic of Holistic Yoga

T

North Carolina, located at Reynolda
Village in Winston-Salem, is the newest
complementary alternative medicine provider in the Triad. The clinic was created
by two brothers, Drs. Jade and Keoni Teta,
who are both natives of North Carolina
and graduates of Bastyr University.
Realizing the limitations of both conventional and natural medicine, the clinic
was founded on the belief that integration
of evidenced-based natural medicine and
conventional medicine provides the best
healthcare. To this end, the clinic works
with all healthcare providers in the community and advocates a team approach
when it comes to a person’s healthcare.
The clinic specializes in nutrition
and lifestyle medicine. Its approach to
healthcare differs from most conventional
methods through a philosophy of prevention and non-toxic therapies that support
wellness and health. Naturopathic therapies balance the whole person, focus on
the individual, and attempt to ﬁnd and
treat the cause of disease rather than just
eliminate symptoms
These brothers spent six years studying medicine at Bastyr University in Seattle and are board certiﬁed and licensed
primary-care physicians in the state of
Washington. Dr. Keoni Teta is also a licensed acupuncturist. Utilizing exercise
as their favorite form of medicine both
doctors are certiﬁed strength and conditioning specialists through the National
Strength and Conditioning Association
and also certiﬁed through the American
College of Sports Medicine as health and
ﬁtness instructors.
Some of the modalities of medicine
offered at their clinic include: functional
nutrition, therapeutic exercise, Chinese
medicine, acupuncture, botanical medicine, and homeopathy.

A

s stress builds up in your life, that
little voice inside insists: “Get away!
All these demands are killing you!” But
what if you can’t spare the time or money
for a relaxing vacation?
Enter the “Mini-Retreat” — a 3 1/2
hour respite that can beneﬁt you almost as
much as days luxuriating at an ashram.
Holisitc Yoga’s mini-retreat, “Yoga in
the Glen,” has been so successful it has
become a regular feature at our secluded
studio in northwest Greensboro. Having
begun June 5th, it will now be offered
every third Sunday from 2:00-5:30 pm.
The program is also available to groups
who wish to book it on other dates—a
great way to make workers happier, more
relaxed and productive.
After an afternoon devoted to hatha,
meditation, pranayama, yoga philosophy
and deep relaxation, participants emerge
feeling refreshed, rested, recharged, rejuvenated—ready to take on the world
again. “Anyone who’s losing the race
against time should do this,” said one.
“It feels great and changes your whole
perspective.”
“Yoga in the Glen” costs just $55. To
register, or learn about Holistic Yoga’s
other classes, call 336-855-8018 or
email ValPutney@aol.com. See ad on
page 26.
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The Clinic is located at 114-L Reynolda
Village in Winston-Salem. Call 336-7244453 for more information or to schedule
an appointment. See ad on page 17.
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Guilford Healthcare Center Offers
New Outpatient Rehabilitation Services

G

uilford Healthcare Center is pleased to announce its new outpatient rehabilitation services for the Triad community. Offering comprehensive physical, occupational and speech therapy services, they are open Monday - Friday from 9 am
until 3 pm.
Several unique services available include:
• Low vision rehabilitation clinic for those with diabetic retinopathy, macular degeneration, glaucoma and other visual deﬁcits
• Vital stimulation swallowing therapy, vestibular rehabilitation for those with balance problems / dizziness from inner ear disorders
• Medical nutritional therapy for obesity, diabetes, and eating disorders
• Cranio-sacral therapy / myofascial release for chronic pain disorders, ﬁbromyalgia,
chronic fatigue syndrome, headaches, TMJ, and arthritis.
Licensed therapists and dieticians provide all services.
For additional information contact Michael Gagliano OT/L, Director of Rehabilitation
at 336-272-9700. See ad on page 21.

Workshop at Natural
Touch Will Focus on
Menʼs and Womenʼs
Health

R

uth Werner, author of A Massage
Therapist’s Guide to Pathology, will
offer a 12-hour Massage and Pathology
Series at Natural Touch School of Massage
Therapy in Greensboro. This workshop
will be held October 8 & 9 from 9 am
until 4 pm.
Part 1: Women’s Health Issues
This lively interactive lecture will address some of the most common or most
serious women’s health conditions, with
an emphasis on where massage and
bodywork may ﬁt. Breast, ovarian, and
cervical cancers will be discussed, along
with endometriosis, PMS, painful menstrual cramps, and menopause. Come see
where and how massage can help.
Part 2: Men’s Health Issues
This lecture will examine some common
but often under-addressed health challenges experienced by men. Prostatic enlargement, prostate cancer, and prostatitis
will be discussed to look for symptomatic
overlap and the high risk of misdiagnosis.
Testicular cancer, stomach cancer, and
other conditions will also be explored
to see how massage and bodywork may
inﬂuence these conditions that are likely
to be part of our male clients’ lives.
Part 3: Psychiatric Disorders
This class will explore the common,
sometimes debilitating, but virtually “invisible” group of psychiatric disorders,
including various types of depression,
anxiety disorders, eating disorders, and
chemical dependency. Time permitting,
we will also discuss ﬁbromyalgia, chronic
fatigue syndrome, and irritable bowel
syndrome: a group of inter-related disorders that are now being explored as having roots in the central nervous system.
This workshop is NCBTMB approved for
12 CEUS. The cost is $180. For information, please contact Natural Touch at
336-808-0178 Touch is located at 1-A
Wendy Court in Greensboro. See ad on
page 33.
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New Reiki Masters in Triad

I

ndigo Answers and Margo Ross, Reiki Master Teacher in
Greensboro, announce the graduation of ﬁve new Usui Reiki
Masters in the Triad. On June 26 a private ceremony marked
their initiations at Odinstone Labyrinth in Oak Ridge. Two degrees of master certiﬁcation were celebrated: Ian Hammon of
High Point, Nikki Allen of Kernersville, and Brad Virgil of Summerﬁeld each earned their Master Practitioner certiﬁcations.
Tara Dillinger of Greensboro and Frances Berry of WinstonSalem both earned their Master Teacher certiﬁcations.
Reiki Masters practice the technique and art of touch
energy healing which originated in Japan in the early 20th
century. This non-invasive and gentle technique is often used
for pain-relief, relaxation, complementary to modern medicine
in hospitals (especially cancer units), and popular with massage therapy. It uses the same energies and dynamics as tai chi,
yoga, acupuncture and martial arts. Usui Reiki is the original
form of this technique prescribed by the founder, Dr. Mikao
Usui (1865-1926).
Congratulations and/or business inquiries may be sent
directly to the graduates, or gladly conveyed by their teacher,
Margo Ross at www.indigoanswers.com.
For more information contact Margo at margo@indigoanswers.
com. See ad on page 38.

Natural Triad
Health Fair & Symposium
to Be Held Sept. 10

N

atural Triad in association with Piedmont Integrative
Medicine, PA of Winston-Salem will be presenting the
ﬁrst Natural Triad Health Fair & Symposium.
It will be held on Saturday, September 10 from 9 am until
5 pm at the Benton Convention Center in Winston-Salem.
Come spend a day with us at a special gathering of local
health care businesses and holistic practitioners. Learn more
about optimizing your health and wellness in a natural and
holistic way.
Enjoy a day full of free lectures on important wellness and
health issues and visit with local vendors to learn more about
healthcare products and services available in the Triad. Plus,
door prizes will be given throughout the day!
This event will be open to the public and more details will
follow in next month's issue of this magazine.
If you are a local healthcare practitioner or retailer, booths
will be sold on a ﬁrst come/ﬁrst served basis, as space is limited
and certain to sell out quickly. Don’t miss out! To register your
booth space please visit our website at www.naturaltriad.com
or call 336.369.4170 and ask for Matt.
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Pure Essential Oils for
Hormone Balancing

M

any women choose Pure Essential Oils to promote estrogen/progesterone balance
as opposed to Hormone Replacement
Therapy (HRT) for a variety of reasons.
First, essential oils work synergistically
with the body, encouraging and supporting the body in what it does naturally—producing hormones in response
to brain chemistry. Synthetic products
override brain/body functioning by supplying the synthetic hormone which replaces the natural. In addition, synthetic
hormones provide no lasting effect as
they don't encourage natural body/brain
functioning. Pure essential oils (pure
plant products compatible with human
amino acid composition) encourage
natural brain/body function and can be
decreased—and eventually discontinued
—when a holistic program including
environmental changes is implemented.
Unlike synthetic products, which are created in a laboratory, pure essential oils
are extracted from aromatic plant product
and are completely compatible with the
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human body chemistry.
Second, essential oils are holistic and
promote balancing of mind and spirit, as
well as body, by elevating and stabilizing
mood and supporting the renewal of spiritual connectedness—both of which are
components of hormone imbalance.
And third, pure essential oils are
non-invasive (they are inhaled or applied
to the skin), efﬁcacious, and delightfully
fragrant!
In addition to using essential oils for
hormone balancing, all fragrance oils
need to be removed from the environment as many fragrance oils (created in
laboratory from synthetic chemicals with
no therapeutic qualities) are estrogen
mimickers and interfere with natural
hormone functioning and balance. Most
offensive are laundry detergents and
dryer sheets as they permeate clothing
and linens to which we are exposed 24
hours a day. They should be removed
ﬁrst and replaced with a free and clear
detergent.
For additional information see please
contact Cheryl Laudenbacher of C-Alternatives at 336-292-6846. See ad on
page 17.

cover
art

“M

aking art is an essential and
deﬁning part of who I am and
how I live,” says Alexis Lavine. “I see so
much that intrigues me, and I am endlessly challenged to express what I see
and how I feel, in my own way, on paper
or canvas.”
Primarily a landscape painter, Alexis
works with watercolors and oils. Her
award winning paintings have been in
numerous juried and gallery exhibitions,
and they hang in private and corporate
collections throughout the country and
overseas.
Alexis is an enthusiastic art instructor,
who teaches painting and drawing classes
and workshops. She loves to communicate about art, to share her experience
and knowledge, and to help her students
achieve greater success in their work. She
recently returned from the Sonoma Valley
Wine Country in California, where she
taught a watercolor workshop. This summer, she is teaching plein air (outdoor)
watercolor classes, as well as drawing
classes at 2Sisters Gallery in Greensboro.
Aspiring watercolor painters who are
interested in learning more and honing
their skills are invited to contact Alexis
to learn more about her workshops and
local classes.
The cover painting, “Floating on the
Reﬂections,” was inspired by the gardens
at Salem College in Winston-Salem.
Alexis can be reached at 2Sisters
Gallery at 2002 New Garden Road in
Greensboro, which she and her sister own
and operate together.
S h e c a n a l s o b e r e a ch e d a t
alexisart@earthllink.net or 336.5457533. Her website is http://www.alexislavineartist.com

Look Fine.
Feel Divine.
by Michael Day

Y

ou know all the rules to looking your best. Eat right. Exercise
regularly. Use age-defying skin products and stay out of the sun.
These rules are great to live by. However...what if you could look
fabulous today? Right Now. Without diet and exercise.

No, this is not another wild weight-loss scheme. To look your best,
all you have to do is select clothing that ﬂatters your ﬁgure. Whether
you are seeking the illusion of shedding pounds or you’d like to draw
attention to your favorite features—and away from those less-thanfavorite features—the right clothing styles and perfect ﬁt for your
body type will give you an on-the-spot makeover.
The best part is, looking good is an instant mood booster. In
return, feeling great makes you look even better!
How do you ﬁnd the right clothes for your body type?
Because each woman has unique features, there are many factors
to ﬁnding the perfect ﬁt. This article provides general tips for
different body types gathered from 50 years experience. For
more information designed for your individual ﬁgure, seek
advice at a women’s clothing store with knowledgeable
associates specializing in personal service.
Before we get to the tips, there are a few rules...

Rule 1: Do not buy based on size.

If a garment does not ﬁt in the size you normally buy,
try it on in another size. The ﬁt is what is important—not the number on the
tag. Clothing sizes are based on an average build and vary from manufacturer
to manufacturer.

Rule 2: Alterations are your best friend.

Many women have features different than what a manufacturer determines is
average. Clothing may ﬁt you perfectly in some areas and less than perfect in
others. Alterations are worth the investment because they craft your clothing
to ideally ﬁt your shape.

Rule 3: Buy for your body now.

The key to looking your best instantly is buying clothing for your body as it
is right now! Never purchase clothing in smaller sizes because you plan on
losing a few pounds. Remember, you can always alter your clothing as your
body ﬂuctuates.

Rule 4: Focus on what ﬂatters.

Just because you like a certain trend does not mean it works for your body. Follow
these tips to choose fashions you love but also help you look your loveliest. You
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Look Fine.
can always accessorize with trendy handbags and shoes.
As you read the following suggestions, ﬁnd the body description that best illustrates your personal shape. Take these
guidelines and test them out as you try on clothing. Then, beneﬁt
from the joys of a wardrobe that makes you look smashing and
feel dashing!

Pear & Diamond Shape

A pear-shaped body is smaller on top with a shapely
waist and generous lower hips and thighs.
Goal: Elongate the legs and bring attention away from the hips
and thighs while highlighting the waist and upper body.
• Avoid anything too tight by selecting pants made of ﬂowing
fabrics that drape loosely around the hips.
• Create clean lines with pants that taper slightly to the hemline. But, stay away from bottom-heavy pants, which visually
shorten legs. Also wear A-line skirts that hit around the knee
and jackets and blazers that hit above or below the widest
part of your hips.
• Keep it simple by avoiding bottoms with patterned fabrics
and attention-grabbing details such as large pockets, rouching
or zippers in the hip area.
• Draw attention to the face. Button-top shirts, V-necks,
turtlenecks and open collars bring attention upwards, which
is always a good thing.
• Feature your waist by wearing dresses and shirts that follow
your curves and ﬂare out over the hips. Also great are garments
with empire and raised-waists.
• Play up your upper body by wearing sleeveless and strapless garments.
• Accessorize by wearing handbags above or below the hips
and belts that fall at the waistline. Avoid low-slung belts.

14
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Straight Shape

A straight-shaped body is one where the
upper and lower torso are the same size,
with an average bust, large rib-cage, undeﬁned
waist, ﬂat bottom and slender legs.
Goal: Create an hourglass ﬁgure with clothes that add shape
to a straight body.
• Stay loose by wearing dresses, such as the sheath or shirtdress styles that are looser in the mid-section.
• Elongate your upper body with necklines that fall below
the collarbone.
• Lengthen your torso by pairing a longer jacket with a shorter
skirt. Other great options are a long, tailored skirt paired
with a longer tunic top or a long shirt with semi-ﬁtted pants
or jeans.
• Don’t add bulk. Stay away from fabrics that gather at or
draw attention to the waist. Styles such as rouching will add
bulk and call attention to the mid-section.
• Deﬁne yourself by creating a waistline with structured shirts
that are ﬁtted at the bust and curve in at the waist, then ﬂare
out over the hips.
• Accessorize by wearing handbags at or below the hips.
Avoid belts.

Feel Divine.
• Avoid anything too tight. Semi-ﬁtted clothing is the most
slimming for your shape and tasteful of your ﬁgure.
• Never complain. You have a dream ﬁgure! Take advantage
of your curves and the clothes they allow you to wear.

Round Shape

A round-shaped body is larger in the neck, bust
and rib cage, with a generous middle, narrow lower
hips, smaller thighs and slender legs.
Goal: Create balance between a larger upper body and smaller
lower body and deﬁne a waistline.
• Feature your best assets. Don’t hide those slender legs under
bulky or gathered skirts.
• Slenderize by wearing V-necklines. Choose shirts with small,
narrow collars—they don’t accentuate a full top.
• Create shape with shirts that are ﬁtted at the bust and curve
in at the waist, then ﬂare out over the hips giving deﬁnition
to the waist and creating an hourglass ﬁgure.
• Disguise your mid-section by wearing long tunics and
untucked button-down shirts. Avoid tight tops.
• Optimize support and create lift with a well-crafted, shaping
bra in the right size.
• Wear handbags at or below the hips. Avoid belts.

Hourglass Shape

An hour glass-shaped body is one with a pronounced
bust, small bone structure, deﬁned waist,
curved hips and shapely legs.
Goal: Accentuate the ﬁgure you have.
• Stay away from baggy and oversized clothes that disguise
your delicate bone structure.
• Feature your waist with waistbands, belts or wrap-tops that
tie at the waist.

Inverted Triangle Shape

An inverted triangle-shaped body is broad in
the shoulders with a medium to full-sized bust,
an average waist, narrow hips and shapely long legs.
Goal: Create balance between a larger upper body and smaller
lower body and deﬁne a waistline.
• Get ﬂared with skirts and pants that widen at the hemline
and balance broad shoulders.
• Create shape with structured shirts that are ﬁtted at the bust
and curve in at the waist, then ﬂare out over the hips giving
deﬁnition to the waist and creating an hourglass ﬁgure.
• Drop your waist with dresses and tops with drop-waists and
accents around the hips to bring attention to narrow hips and
away from a less-deﬁned waist.
• Lower your rise. Pants that fall below the waistline ﬁt your
shape better than high-waist bottoms that tend to leave bulge
in the hip area.
• Accessorize by wearing handbags at or below the hips.
Low-slung belts draw attention to narrow hips.
These guidelines provide a great way to build your wardrobe into a ﬂattering collection that puts a spring in your step.
Spread this knowledge to all your friends and locate stores that
focus on working with you to ﬁnd the best looks and shapes
for your body. You will see a difference in the way you look
and will experience a boost in the way you feel. See, there is
truth to retail therapy!
Submitted by Michael Day, owner of The Buena Vista Shop in
Winston-Salem. For a personal shopping experience to select
unique clothing for your individual shape, contact Michael and
his staff at 336-725-8519 or visit www.buenavistashop.com.
See ad on page 11 .
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Beautiful Summer Hair

A

s summer comes around,
many of us rush out to
enjoy the pleasures and
surroundings of warm weather.
While sun block and SPF protect
our skin as we lay by the pool or
along the beach, let’s not forget
about protecting our most
beautiful asset, our hair!
As wonderful as it
sounds to spend hours
laying out in the sun,
heat, UV rays, and chlorinated water can be
an absolutely horrible
combination for your
hair and hair color if the
correct precautions are
not taken. To prevent this type of damage there are a few easy
steps to keep hair looking beautiful and damage-free during
the summer heat.
Hair needs moisture regularly (especially permed or colour
treated hair). Be sure to use professional salon products such as
a leave-in conditioner or moisturizing shampoo to protect and
moisturize dry brittle ends. Apply a leave-in conditioner by using a wide-tooth comb to disperse the product evenly. After
applying the leave-in, wear your hair in a bun or ponytail while
enjoying the sun.
Protect your scalp by wearing a hat. Not only is a burnt
scalp painful, it can lead to ﬂaking which can be mistaken for
dandruff.
During the summer, try to give your hair dryer a break,
especially for oily hair types. Heat stimulates the scalp, which
boosts the production of oil. Even though it is a great time to
tan, stay away from mid-day sun, as this time is the most harmful to the hair, as well as the skin!
Another option after time in the sun is to apply a leave-in
conditioner and wrap your hair up at night with a shower cap
or plastic bag for a few hours, then rinse it out.
Swimmers beware of chlorinated and sea water! Be sure
to rinse your hair in the poolside showers before jumping in
the pool or ocean. Chlorinated water tends to give highlighted
or blonde hair a greenish tint. After swimming, be sure to rinse
hair out in the poolside shower as soon as possible. Also use
a clarifying shampoo to remove the toxins, such as chlorine
and even residue from everyday shampoo build-up. Clarifyers
are too harsh to use daily, but using them twice a week should
counteract the effects chlorine and salt water can have.
It is very important throughout the summer to keep hair
well moisturized, treated, and protected to have healthy, shiny,
beautiful hair!
Submitted by Bradley Tuggle of Avanti Salon and Spa in High
Point. He can be reached at 336-841-1212 or through his
website at www.bradleytuggle.com
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Ayurved & Menopause

A

y u r ve d v i e w s
health as the balance between
water, fire and air in
the body. Menopause is
viewed as a time when
air naturally begins to
dominate.
Our modern fastpaced, high-stress society
often views menopause as a
negative event looming over a
woman’s productivity. Ayurveda offers
a different view. It sees life in three stages
beginning with the water stage, which is
the stage of youth—a time of growing
and learning and of being nurtured. This
is followed by the ﬁre stage—the productive, working period of our lives. Then
we naturally evolve to the air stage—a
time of inner reﬂection and growth. This
air stage is a time of giving to our loved
ones and our society.
Menopause signals growth as women
shift from the ﬁre period into the beautiful
and giving air stage of life. Ayureda encourages people to recognize this natural
and wonderful change and to accept is
as a gift.
Western societies often try to maintain the ﬁre stage of life even though the
body, in its wisdom, naturally evolves.
This struggle between the natural and
society’s fashion creates tension, stress
and can even result in disease.
The forces of air, ﬁre and water each
contain qualities that the body uses differently as we age. Air represents the
concept of movement, which gives us the
qualities of lightness, dryness, coolness
and mobility.
Fire represents the qualities of heat,
a little moist or oily, lightness and is unstable. It applies to all qualities of digestion—food to energy, light to sight, sound
to hearing, events to emotion.
Water represents our bodily ﬂuids
and physical being. Water is our weight,
coolness, moistness and stability.
As we move from the ﬁre into the air
time of life, the air aspects of our being
naturally increase. For some women, this
increase does not cause an imbalance.
For others, different symptoms of an air
imbalance are experienced, including

hot ﬂashes and other signs
of menopause.
Ayurveda treats these
conditions as an excess of
air and works on pacifying
dry, light and cool qualities. Treatments include
a diet that contains warm,
heavy and moist qualities.
An example of this would be
well-cooked Basmati rice and
vegetables lightly sautéed in clariﬁed butter and digestive spices such as
fennel, cumin and coriander.
Emphasis is also put on how to eat,
taking more time to dine in tranquil surroundings and paying more attention
to what is eaten. Herbs are also used
to pacify the air imbalance, such as
Shatavari, which means `she who has one
hundred husbands.’ This herb maintains
a healthy female reproductive system and
helps reduce air’s dryness. It also calms,
enhances sleep and cools hot ﬂashes.
There are several other ayurvedic
treatments that help reduce the symptoms
of entering menopause. The abhyanga, is
a warm oil massage. Shirodhara, is another treatment where a continuous stream
of warm oil is poured across the forehead,
and bastis, a warm oil enema, is also encouraged. Meditation is recommended to
aid in the inner search for self.
Menopause is part and parcel in the
ﬂow of life, not a disease or illness. The

ayurvedic view is this is a time we should
joyfully embrace. Menopause is beautiful time of transition. Honor it and you
can live in balance and harmony in this
natural time of grace.
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Massage
Therapy

The Professional Massage Therapy Program at
GTCC’s High Point Campus offers:
• North Carolina Board approved Massage and Bodywork
Therapy Program
• 625-hour Professional Training Certification
• Student Massage Therapy Clinic
• Small classes with limited enrollment
• Day and Night classes offered. Starting dates vary
throughout the year.
• Continuing Education for the Professional Massage Therapist

For more information, call Wayne Saville, LMBT,
NC Lic #8
Director of Massage Therapy Department
(336) 454-1126 or (336) 334-4822 ext. 4133
High Point

Greensboro

www.gtcc.edu/coned/massage_therapy
or just log onto www.gtcc.edu -- click on "Quick Links" and scroll to Massage Therapy

Day and Night
Classes Offered

Starting dates vary throughout the
year. Call for more information.

Now Accepting
Applications!
CEU Classes
Judith Walker-DeLany’s
Neuromuscular Therapy
Training Program
(Classes may be taken in any order)

Please call for more
information on CEU Class

Biotone Lotion is now
available at the GTCC Bookstore
located on the High Point campus.
Contact Kathy or Terry at
(336) 454-1126, ext. 4110 (High Point)
(336) 334-4822, ext. 4110 (Greensboro)

Mark Your Calendars:
Saturday, September 10

Natural Triad Health Fair & Symposium
in association with
Piedmont Integrative Medicine, PA

Benton Convention Center • Winston-Salem
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Balance!?

W

omen are amazing creatures:
strong, flexible, funny, and
compassionate. They are mothers, daughters, sisters, friends, wives, and
employees. They juggle many roles and
duties, often selﬂessly. This selﬂessness
can get women into trouble—physically,
emotionally, mentally and spiritually.
Consider the woman who has raised
her children and they are launched on
their own lives, leaving her alone for the
ﬁrst time in 20+ years. She feels lost, without a purpose. “What now?” “Who am I,
if I’m not nurturing my family?” Consider
another woman who works all day, picks
up her kids at day care, comes home
and cooks dinner, cleans up, supervises
homework, cleans the house, bakes cookies for school tomorrow, does the laundry
and falls into bed exhausted, only to do
it all over again tomorrow.
Caroline Myss (author of Anatomy
of the Spirit and Why People Don’t Heal
and How They Can ) talks about the idea
of an energy bank account. Let’s say that
God gives you, by grace, 100 energy units
every morning when you wake up. You
spend these energy units getting the kids
up and dressed, fed and out the door to
school. You drive to work, ﬁghting trafﬁc,
planning your day. You get to work and
hit the ﬂoor running. You have probably
spent those 100 energy units by 10 am.
If you don’t do something good for yourself, you will go physically, emotionally,
mentally and spiritually bankrupt! You

?

sweetness from life), depression, anger,
or resentment.
Do something good for yourself.
Stop putting yourself last on your list. If
you are always last on your list, you may
be emotionally, and physically bankrupt,
with no energy or stamina to help those
you love. Being selﬁsh has some value
when you realize that you have to give
to yourself ﬁrst so that you can give to
others. Remember, the instructions when
you ﬂy—put the oxygen mask on yourself
ﬁrst and then on the children, because
only when you have oxygen can you assist someone else.

What's That??
need to take time to do something good
and nurturing for yourself. This is called
balance!
You must be wondering, just how am
I going to squeeze one more thing into
my day? Good question. You are going
to have to give something up. Learn to
say “NO” to that which takes energy
away from you and say “YES!” to that
which brings you joy, and thereby feeding and energizing you. Take some time
for yourself: to eat nourishing food, to
paint, to sing, to dance, to have fun, to
exercise, to be in nature, to play, to sleep,
to snuggle with your pet, husband, or
child. Or, just sit and be quiet with your
own thoughts.
The result of not doing things for
yourself to replenish that energy bank
account may be chronic fatigue, ﬁbromyalgia, diabetes (not getting enough

Symptoms of Depression
If you have 5 of these symptoms and
they last for 2 weeks, go see a doctor or
therapist.
• Appetite disturbance-either eating too
much or not enough
•Sleep disturbance-either sleeping too
much or not enough
•Poor concentration
•Poor memory
•No interest in day to day activities
•No pleasure in day to day activities
•Low energy level
•Feeling of being either agitated or
slowed down
•Recurrent thoughts of death
•Feelings of worthlessness, or inappropriate or excessive guilt
Marie Andersen-Whitehurst, ACSW,
LCSW, CIH is a psychotherapist in
Greensboro with over 25 years of experience. She is a clinical social worker,
hypnotherapist, and is certiﬁed in Reiki
and other modalities. She works for a
mainstream psychiatric practice as well
as in her own practice and is the owner
of Earth Songs gem and mineral store,
with her husband, Mc. See ads on pages
32 & 36.
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everlasting
wealth

by Gary A. Scott

Of Women and Wealth

W

20

omen’s wealth contributes to
their health and well being.
Yet there is more. Women can
Gary A. Scott and Mah
really help the world be wealthier. We
should be happy that growing numbers of
big business are run by women and that
Thin Slicing is the process of relying
more small businesses are being owned on our accurate ﬁrst impressions that
by the feminine as well.
women so often have. This is not instinct
This is good because women have and is not intuition. This is a focus on ﬁndtwo qualities that guys too often miss— ing the priority data about any one situamotherly love and women’s intuition. In tion that really counts and then forming
these times when caring and the personal conclusions from that data. Thin slicing
touch are too often replaced by numbers, ignores huge amounts of information that
the global economic community needs may seem important but is just noise that
this softer touch so business can evolve doesn’t matter.
to a higher, more humane place.
Fortunately the world can learn this
The importance and power that feminine ability to spot patterns and
women’s intuition can bring to business behavior based on very narrow slices
is clariﬁed in the new best-selling book, of information in very brief amounts of
Blink.
time.
The author, Malcolm Gladwell, unFor example an insurance comveils an innovative thought procedure he pany that offers medical malpractice has
calls Thin Slicing. Thin Slicing can help learned to ignore exhaustive, expensive
all of us invest and do business faster and examinations of doctor training, cremore accurately and Gladwell begins dentials and history of medical errors.
his book by showing how ﬁve seconds Instead the ﬁrm’s staff just listens to brief
of a woman’s touch outdid 14 months snippets of conversation between a docof scientiﬁc testing. He tells how the tor and his or her patients. The company
Getty Museum was offered a Kourous has learned that a doctor’s skill and the
statue of unbelievable quality for nearly number of errors he makes has little to
$10 million. The museum was suspi- do with litigation. How a doctor treats
cious and hired experts who ran every patients is what determines whether there
extensive test imaginable for 14 months are lawsuits or not. The safe doctors for
before ﬁnally deciding that this statue example spend three and a half minutes
was real. They bought
more per session with
"Excessive thinking
the Kourous but upon retheir patients (18.5 minreduces success"
vealing it to a woman art
utes versus 15 for doctors
expert, the ﬁrst thought
who were sued). They let
that came into her mind
their patients know what they are doing
and popped out of her mouth was the and why, engage in active listening and
word “fresh”. Based on this the statue was put more humor and laughter into their
reexamined and found to be a fake!
exams. The quality of data given by the
Thin slicing is the ability to make fast sued and not sued doctors is the same.
decisions based on small amounts of the The difference is simply in how the data
most important information on any sub- is delivered!
ject. Women excel in this way and society
In another instance, a marriage psyneeds this quality. In this era of access to chologist is able to predict with 90% acmassive information our greatest intelli- curacy whether a couple will remain margence can be overwhelmed by too much ried over the next 15 years after reviewing
data. We make mistakes when we ignore a 15 minute video of the couple talking.
our ﬁrst thoughts and hunches. Excessive He does not need to look at their history,
thinking reduces success.
hear their problems, analyze, or even talk
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with the couple. He has created a coding
system for their emotions and reactions
in the conversation (disgust, contempt,
anger, defensiveness, stonewalling, etc.),
and he assigns a code to every second of
the conversation.
What does this have to do with
wealth and women? This is important
because when it comes to investing and
business we never really know.
There are so many variables that can
affect the value of a piece of land, bond
or share that the best we can do is collect lots of data about the past and then
we must plunge ahead with hope and a
prayer that the future will be the same.
(And of course, it never is!)
A very few investors consistently do
better than most. Yet when these best
investors try to describe how or why they
are better, they cannot accurately do so.
The son of George Soros, for example, said: “My father will sit down and
give you theories to explain why he does
this or that but I remember seeing it as a
kid and thinking at least half of that is bull.
I mean you know the reason he changes
his position on the market, or whatever, is
because his back starts killing him.”
We know more than we know we
know. All we have to do is learn how to
identify this knowledge and then systematically tap into it. Learning this process
saves huge amounts of time, drastically
enhances accuracy and brings us great
power.
So this month we salute and honor
the beautiful feminine traits in decision
making for wealth. Using the woman’s
touch can make us better investors, better
business people and can bring more real
wealth in the world.
To encourage this, my wife will conduct a course at our Blue Ridge learning
sanctuary this year aimed at helping us
all learn how to think better for greater
wealth and health. See ad on page 51.
Until then may every thin slice of
your life be satisfyingly rich!
Gary A. Scott is an internationally known
economist, having lived and worked on
every continent. He is the author of 35
global economic books and reports and
conducts courses in NC and Ecuador on
"How to Earn Anywhere in the World".
For more information: www.garyascott.
com
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reading
room
Inﬂammation Nation
A review by
Kent McKeithan

F

or a hundred thousand generations we (humankind) were
hunters and gatherers. For ﬁve hundred generations, we’ve
been agricultural. For TWO generations, we’ve consumed
processed [modiﬁed in some way from their original composition] foods.” So said Dr. Floyd Chilton in a recent presentation
of his book, Inﬂammation Nation. Actually, that says it all. In
genetic longitudinal studies, fruit ﬂies are the preferred species because of their very short life cycle and small number of
genes, permitting modiﬁcation and mutation to occur in days
or weeks.
In human beings, thousands of years is what’s required. So,
according to Chilton, our bodies are suffering—heavily—from
non-adaptation to foods which have been modiﬁed to the extent
that our bodies cannot utilize them fully, or use them to their
own detriment. It is the latter with which Chilton is concerned.
Through his own research and literature review, he has identiﬁed
the excessive intake of arachidonic acid (AA) as the proximal
cause in list of 29 diseases which he identiﬁes as inﬂammatory
—from asthma to ulcerative colitis, and, intriguingly, obesity.
The relationship between inﬂammation and obesity is complex,
but the reader is left with the impression that body fat itself
becomes a generator of inﬂammation, which in turn generates
the accretion of more body fat—a vicious cycle explaining our
near-unanimous struggle against excess weight.
Overactive inﬂammation, Chilton explains, is a derangement of the body’s natural defense system, so that it is either
attacking itself, or attacking such innocuous substances as
pollen. So what we have is a system of defense gone haywire,
the good guys becoming the bad guys, ﬁring at anything that
moves, like some berserk deer hunter.
How does AA become the driver? Chilton explains that, just
as white blood cells are necessary, so AA, an omega-6, has a
job to do. However, it is required in small doses, and there’s the
rub. In modern industrial societies, there is a superabundance
of AA in the food supply because of the demands of the culture.
Far more animal ﬂesh is consumed in highly industrialized, free
societies, for example, than in non-developed.
Beyond the amount of ﬂesh consumed, the makeup of
that ﬂesh is, according to Chilton, that which is destroying our
bodies. A prime illustration of this point is farm raised salmon,
with an arachidonic acid content of 1,306 milligrams per 4ounce portion, while wild Chinook salmon shows only 175
milligrams. (Ed. note: see also, page 38)
Instead of eating the mix of foods that creatures have eaten
from the beginning, they are consuming what we feed them
—substances that, never mind what effects they cause in the
animals, cause our bodies to react as to foreign invaders. We’re
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not talking genetically modiﬁed foods,
either—that’s yet another insult to the
system. He cites fatty acids from corn
oils, added hormones and antibiotics, to
quote random examples. The point is, our
bodies have not evolved to utilize them.
“I don’t believe we are eating the foods
we are designed to eat. As a direct result,
our immune system is turning against our
bodies.”
You will ﬁnd out more about prostaglandins, Cox 1 and 2 inhibitors and
leukotrienes than you ever wanted to
know; interlaced with hyperbole: “secret epidemic,” “terrible gravity of the
situation,” “terrifying”. Part of this is that
here’s a medical man, used to developing medications on budgets of millions of
dollars—he says so—I didn’t make it up.
He has discovered, to his own shock, and
really—horror, that the very food we eat
is slowly but surely killing off the human
species. But he doesn’t just come out and
say this. He goes to great lengths to say
it around his justiﬁcation and defense of
the drug industry, which tends to gut the
very message he is so passionately wanting us to get.
He is passionate about this. He
provides a well-thought-out, thoroughly
planned (disconcertingly medically
modeled) diet, one that he himself says
he can’t follow because he can’t be that
rigidly disciplined. He wants us to get that
we have to change our evil ways, and this
reviewer, for one, has gotten it.
Interestingly, in his book Eat Right for
Your Blood Type, Dr. Peter D’Adamo starts
from similar observations about us as
hunter-gatherers, and comes to somewhat
different conclusions about what works
for us human beings. It might be really
helpful if these two were to collaborate,
or at least compare notes.
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Inflammation Nation. Chilton, Floyd
H., with Laura Tucker. Fireside, New
York,2005.
Kent McKeithan, who specializes in
non-invasive pain relief can be reached
at McKeithan Pain Treatment Center in
Winston-Salem at 336-761-0501. See
ad on page 31.
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Solutions: Women......
Ed Note: The following article is a shortened version of an excellent guide for
handling the stresses that we all undergo.
Please go to http://www.naturaltriad.
com/freereports.html to download, read
and/or print this in its entirety.

M

ost women are multi-taskers.
Our culture says we can do it
all: Get a good education, be
an engaging conversationalist, be a man
magnet, get married, have children, keep
a size 6 ﬁgure, have a career, take care of
the home, cook, drive the car pool and be
a home room mother. Even more stressful,
we are expected to do it all well...and
sometimes all in the same day!
For women, stress seems to create a
need to “nest” much like the nesting we
do prior to having a baby. Each woman
enjoys her own nesting habits due to the
overwhelming urge to create comfort.
We want to chat with girl friends, rearrange the furniture, clean until the house
sparkles, bake cakes or cookies, light the
candles and take a bubble bath, or plant
ﬂowers. We are caretakers by nature, so
we often reduce our stress by nurturing
others and this habit can become a catch
22 situation. We get caught between our
own comfort needs and the need to comfort those around us. We put ourselves
last. We give of ourselves when we have
nothing left to give. We wonder why we
feel drained, confused, exhausted, anxious and sick.
Some of us get so busy and so disengaged from our feelings that we don’t
even know that we’re anxious or angry.
We run on auto pilot and exist within a
very low level of awareness.

Because so many of us suffer from
low self awareness, it is important to look
at the symptoms and the effects of stress.
We feel stress in our bodies, but the origins are emotional, mental, psychological
and spiritual. A certain amount of stress
is a natural part of life, but when it gets
out of hand we get sick, anxious and depressed. Here are some of the symptoms
and problems prolonged stress can bring
into a woman’s life.
Irregular and painful periods • Neck
and back pain • Loss of sexual desire •
Headache • Sleep difﬁculties • Breathing problems including asthma attacks •
Mood swings • Exaggerated responses
• Digestive problems: Irritable Bowel,
constipation, diarrhea, bloating • Fatigue:
exhaustion that is not relived by a good
night's sleep • Eating disorders • Skin disruptions like hives • Allergies and general
lowered immune system • Anxiety and
panic attacks with difﬁculty breathing,
heart palpitations, dizziness, fear of dying
• Heart disease • High blood pressure •
Substance abuse and addiction
If you worry about stress and some of
the items on the above list sound all too
familiar, take heart. There are solutions.
There are ways to regain your life and you
health. Let’s look at some very effective
stress busters.
1). Realize that you always have options.
Knowing that you have the ability to
choose always reduces stress. There are
always alternative solutions regardless of
the issues and situations in our lives. We
have choices in how we act, what we
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......and Stress
eat, how much we sleep, where to work,
who our friends are, how we discipline
our children and how we use our leisure
time. We have the right to say yes and the
right to say no.
2). Encourage your body’s production of
Endorphins. Endorphins create elevated
mood, a sense of overall well-being and
reduce our perception of pain. Endorphins begin to ﬂow with deep breathing,
with laughter, with meditation and with
acupuncture treatments, chiropractic
adjustments and massage. They increase
when we eat spicy foods and chocolate
and they are responsible for our sexual
gratiﬁcation.
3). Have fun with your girl friends.
Research indicates that women reduce
their stress through nurturing female relationships. We can talk honestly with our
friends and we can share our stressors and
our hopes and our dreams. Girl friends
increase our sense of self worth.
4). Adopt abundance thinking. View your
glass as half full, your life as an evolving
process, your attempts as a stride forward,
and your challenges as teachers. Abundance thinking keeps you in a positive
place. A wait in the grocery line gives you
time to plan dinner. A trafﬁc jam gives you
time to do your breathing exercises.
5). Spend some time alone every day.
Spending time alone in meditation and
contemplation gives us the opportunity
to know who we really are. It is “inner
awareness school”. We learn what makes
us happy. We begin to understand the

by Janet Nestor, MA LPC
people, places and things that create inner conﬂict.
6). Work at a job that feels like a hobby,
warms your heart and gives you a paycheck. Choose work as a vehicle for
creating health and well-being. You don’t
have to have a college education to accomplish this and you don’t have to be
born with a silver spoon to think this way.
Simply choose a job or a career that has
the ability to give back to you emotionally, psychologically, and spiritually as
well as a job that pays the bills.
7). Learn to maintain a “total person”
point of view. We are mind, body, spirit,
personality, heart and emotion. We are
multi-faceted and multi-sensory. We are
creative and powerful. Within each human being there is an answer to every
illness and emotional problem.
8). Seek professional help when you
need it. Most of us put off taking care
of ourselves in order to take care of our
children, our parents, our mates, our
friends and our communities. All of us
know that it is difﬁcult to take that ﬁrst
step and reach out for the help we need.
Don’t be afraid to explore your options.
Professionals work for you and are there
to serve you. Ask questions. Get several
consultations before you choose the professional best suited to meet your needs.
You are your own best advocate.
9). Try Eastern mind-body activities. Yoga
and the martial arts stretch us physically
and stretch us to grow in self awareness.
Yoga can help us handle anxiety and

Body
Philosophy
Massage & Bodywork
for Women

TAG WOODS
Licensed Massage & Bodywork
Therapist ~ NC # 874

High Point & Kernersville area
~ by Appointment Only ~

992.6135
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Pregnancy Belly Casting
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depression. Tai chi is a very good modality for individuals with post traumatic
stress.
10). Use Energy Psychology and energy
integration activities. Energy psychology
and energy methodologies have improved
the quality of life for millions of people
worldwide. The EP’s help with chronic
physical and emotional issues and raise
our quality of life by helping with sleep,
positive attitude, self awareness and self
efﬁcacy and therefore helping to prevent
physical illness.
One of the most popular energy
psychologies used today is Emotional
Freedom technique. It is easy to learn
and easy to use. Emotional Freedom Technique is emotional acupressure that you
can do for yourself. There are a series of
acupuncture/acupressure points on your
head, hands and your body that you tap
or massage. By stimulating these points,
along with repeating positive afﬁrmations, you are able to release your old
accumulated stress and wipe away daily
stress. You can ﬁnd out all about EFT by
going to and reading research articles and
various personal stories.
Safety should always come ﬁrst. If
you suffer from Post Traumatic Stress or
Bi-Polar Disorder or have chronic health
problems like heart disease, diabetes, or
even panic attacks, it is best to consult a
professional before you begin your EFT
program.
Self-help Radiant Energies Balance
(REB) is the new kid on the block. People
are just now discovering its many beneﬁts. There are two REB protocols: one for
self-help and one that is facilitated by a
helper. Both protocols are an autonomic
nervous system balance and serve to help
you release stress at the deepest level.
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When the autonomic nervous system is
out of balance symptoms like rapid heart
rate, varied heart rate, high blood pressure, feelings of anxiety and stress, sleep
disruptions, and chronic fatigue appear
because the adrenal glands never stop
producing adrenaline. You are always
ready to “take off” at the slightest provocation and you over respond and over
react to emotional and environmental
stimuli. Road rage is an example of over
response.
REB is a very simple process that
engages three of the energy meridians
and serves as a natural sedation as well
as a means to release the physical and
psycho-social symptoms of stress. It is
easy to use and the effects of each session are cumulative, meaning that you
gradually feel better as your body repairs
and balances its systems. REB Self-Help
is best learned through a trained professional, however you don’t have to be a
professional to use it. One of it’s great
beneﬁts is that you can use it anywhere
because the posture that produces the
healing effect is very unobtrusive. Just
like with EFT, there are safety warnings. If
you have Post Traumatic Stress or Bi-Polar
disorder it is best to try REB the ﬁrst few
times with a professional. Once safety is
established, you can use the process at
anytime to manage your stress symptoms.
Life simply gets easier.
(Ed. Note:There are many good stress
information websites, which Janet has
listed in the online version of this article
. You may download it at http://www.
naturaltriad.com/freereports.html.)
Janet Nestor is a holistic mental health
counselor and cofounder of The Center
of Well-Being in Winston-Salem. Phone
numbers: 336-413-0455 or 336-7942343. Please see her ad on page 6.

cooking
corner

with
Paulette Mitchell

R

enowned vegetarian gourmet and popular cookbook
author, Paulette Mitchell, joins us as a regular recipe contributor. We hope you'll try her easy, delicious recipes,
which have been chosen
from her various best-selling
cookbooks and can be found
at local retailers as well as
amazon.com.
The recipe below can
be found in A Beautiful Bowl
of Soup. Another wonderful
summer recipe of Paulette's
from her newest cookbook,
The Spirited Vegetarian,can
be found on our site at
www.naturaltriad.com/freereports.html

Berry-Wine Soup
Makes 2 1/2 cups - 4 servings

Vegan recipe

Slightly tangy, ever so refreshing, and surprisingly simple to
prepare, this crimson soup is an elegant way to enjoy juicy fresh
summer berries. Serve it as as dessert or as a ﬁrst course.
1 cup cranberry juice cocktail
1 cup raspberries
1 cup sliced strawberries
1/2 cup blueberries
1/4 cup pure maple syrup
1 cinnamon stick
Pinch of ground cloves
1/4 cup red wine, preferably a fruity wine, such as Zinfandel
(or substitute raspberry vinegar)
Thin lemon slices for garnish
Combine all the ingredients, except the wine and garnish, in a
medium saucepan; bring to a boil over medium-high heat.
Remove from the heat and let cool. Remove and discard the
cinnamon stick and stir in the wine.
Refrigerate in a covered container until chilled, at least 4 hours,
before serving. Garnish each serving with a lemon slice.

Tip

Because they don’t travel well and do not ripen once picked,
locally grown berries are your best choice. Remove any that are
mushy or show signs of mold and wait to wash berries until just
before using. Before using, rinse them gently with cool water,
and pat dry with paper towels.
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nterestingly, most of the transitions in a woman's life are
accompanied by profound hormonal changes.
Menarche (the ﬁrst menstrual period), menses (the menstrual cycle) that may be accompanied by premenstrual
tension (noticeable symptoms prior to the onset of menstruation), and menopause (the time in a woman’s life when
monthly cycles of menstruation cease forever) are for most
women some of the major ones. Interestingly enough the is a
larger cyclical change, menarche through menopause, in which
smaller monthly cyclical changes, the menstrual cycle, occur.
Upon closer examination of the smaller cyclical transition
we see that it mirrors the larger cyclical transition. This brings
in the concept of a holographic (the condition upon which the
information for creating a whole system is stored in each of its
parts) image.
The smaller cycle (ie the menstrual cycle) is characterized by a beginning (akin in the larger cycle to menarche),
the start of menses; then we climb towards the mid
cycle, which can be thought of as dominated
by estrogen – and preparation for ovulation
(similar to the preparation for childbearing
in the larger cycle); after ovulation, we
have the second phase prior to menses,
dominated by the hormone progesterone
(akin to the childbearing years in the larger
cycle); following this, we have the end of
the smaller cycle (akin to menopause in
the larger cycle).
So on reﬂection one may intuit how the
smaller cycle corresponds to the larger cycle,
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providing us with a holographic image in transition.

Premenstrual Tension Syndrome
Wear the world like a loose garment – Charles Hayes
Premenstrual Tension Syndrome (PMS) is a cluster of physical and psychological symptoms that occur in the week before
a woman’s menstrual period. Symptoms may include bloating,
headache, irritability, anxiety or depression, low self-esteem,
difﬁculty sleeping, changes in appetite, fatigue, and breast
swelling and tenderness.
For many this is a time of intense difﬁculty, and PMS affects up to 80% of women, causing disabling symptoms in
about 5%.
Several theories may help to explain this condition, including:
• Reduction in sex hormones following ovulation
• Changes in neurotransmitters in the brain
such as serotonin and tryptophan (responsible for mood and emotion)
• Changes in the brain chemicals,
opioid peptides, which affect people’s
moods, fluctuate in response to the
hormones produced by the ovaries
A key point to grasp is the concept of
tension. One needs to move to a point of

right tension during this troublesome time. Nutritionally, we
encourage avoiding sugar, caffeine, alcohol and chocolate;
cutting back on inﬂammatory foods (red meat, egg yolks, shellﬁsh, peanuts and dairy products); and eating organically when
possible. Hormonal modulation of the thyroid, and modulation
of estrogen and progesterone where necessary is important.
Correcting B vitamin deﬁciencies and supplementation with
magnesium may be helpful.
Critical also, is the modulation of inﬂammation with correct
food choices, supplementation with essential fatty acids, and
herbal supplements. On a higher level, silence and rest allow
healing and the ability to reach a place of peace, thus allowing
the intuition to guide one to right tension.

Menopause
Lord, Give me the strength to change the things I can,
The serenity to accept the things I cannot,
And the wisdom to know the difference! – Serenity Prayer
One must understand that Menopause is a natural process,
not a disease process resulting from a deﬁciency of estrogen!
When approaching menopause, women experience many
symptoms including irregular periods, aching joints, vaginal
dryness, changes in sexual desire, a decreased ability to concentrate or remember things, hot ﬂashes and excessive sweating, particularly at night. They may also feel a need to urinate
frequently and develop insomnia or mood changes.
It is important to remember that every woman’s experience of the menopause is different. This mid-life transition in
a woman’s life can be ﬁlled with knowledge, wisdom
and inspiration. But it all begins with self-empowerment.
This is a major transition with the underlying themes of change in motherhood, sexuality, and life’s purpose being prominent.
It’s a time for great self-reﬂection, exciting
adventures, and new beginnings. Ideally
the transition is made staying as close as
possible to nature’s template—physically
and psychologically. Literally going with the
ﬂow is the key—embrace the change, realizing that by doing this, wholeness ensues.

fat cells convert the adrenal hormones into strong estrogens.
The second reason is because we live in a ‘sea of estrogens’. All
the pesticides, plastics and petrochemicals look like estrogens
to our cell membrane receptors. Thus we must modulate our
exposure to this estrogen dominance with a modiﬁed Mediterranean nutrition plan, which emphasizes low glycemic index
foods and alkalinization, putting us in a better position to
prevent heart disease and osteoporosis.
Best Bets:
• Olive oil, coconut oil, avocados, ﬂax, and small ﬁsh
(sardines, salmon, trout, mackerel)
• Nuts and seeds (almond, cashew, sunflower, hemp,
sesame-tahini)
• Eggs (limit the yolks) and meats (principally chicken and
turkey) that are wild or raised free-range and organic.
• Fibrous vegetables and sprouts (radish, alfalfa, and
broccoli)
Minimize:
• Starches such as white bread and potatoes
• Sugars (try Stevia as a sweetener)
• Processed oils (corn and canola), and foods
• Additives, preservatives, and colorings
Avoid
• Tobacco, caffeine and alcohol

The Integrative approach to facing this transition
focuses on:

Nutrition

A well-balanced diet will contribute to your physical and psychological well being. Some foods, such as
soy products, may be especially helpful because they
provide phytoestrogens that can help with menopausal
symptoms. Increase omega 3 fatty acids (found in salmon,
ﬂax and walnuts) for the body’s immune system, and limit
‘inﬂammatory’ foods (egg yolks, peanuts, red meat and
shellﬁsh).
Most Americans are estrogen dominant, both men and
women. They have too much estrogenic stimulation of their
receptors. One reason is that Americans are overweight and our
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Exercise

Even moderate exercise can help control weight, regulate
cholesterol, strengthen bones, decrease blood pressure, enhance the immune system, facilitate sound sleep and decrease
feelings of stress. Exercise is a most effective way to prevent
age-and-menopause-related weight gain. We try to encourage
most people to include a component of aerobic exercise and
stretching, as their schedule allows, but typically 3-4 times a
week is recommended. Stretching may include Yoga, Tai Chi
or Qigong.

Supplements—Nutraceuticals and Herbs

Hot ﬂashes may be helped with Black Cohosh, Don Quai
and/or Tribulus (also helps with libido). Transitional symptoms
of bloating, acne or irregular bleeding are often treated by a
natural progesterone cream and/or Chaste Tree (Vitex agnuscastus). A good multivitamin (without iron), ﬁsh oil, Coenzyme
Q 10, Vitamin E (mixed Tocopherols & Tocotrienols), Green Tea
extract forms the core, and further additions are made on an
individual basis.

Bioidentical Hormone Replacement Therapy

In integrative medical practice, we use bioidentical hormones, which means that the replacement hormones have the
same metabolic footprint in one’s body. Bioidentical hormone
replacement compensates for the lower hormone levels that develop in menopause. This may help diminish some symptoms of
menopause. It also helps to prevent bone loss and may ward off

heart disease, colon cancer
and Alzheimer’s disease.
Use may, in some women, be accompanied by
side effects and some
health risks. Depending on the individual,
the preparation may
vary—oral or transdermal. All women
may not need hormones
after menopause.
To determine if
hormone replacement is
necessary, we will look at
multiple factors including;
1. Symptoms
2. A hormone panel – including Estrogen, Progesterone,
Testosterone and DHEA
3. Risk factors – including Breast Carcinoma and Cardiac,
personally or in the family
4. Beneﬁts – Protection from heart disease, osteoporosis and
Alzheimer’s disease
5. Personal wishes of the patient
For example, women who eat organic foods, exercise, and
are slender are less likely to be in estrogen dominance, and
may therefore have different requirements.

Stress Management

The mind and the body are closely linked. Anything you
perceive as stressful puts a strain on your emotional and physiological health. Effective coping through whatever means work
best for you, combined with a healthy lifestyle, can help you
become more resistant to stress. Here the importance of nurturing and developing one’s ‘Secret Garden’ (personal sanctuary)
becomes the key. Participating in prayer and meditation on a
daily basis, reading spiritual material that is relevant to our personal beliefs and serving others are the bedrock of developing a
meaningful life and connecting with one’s higher purpose. We
should endeavor to create that special quiet time in our ‘Secret
Garden’, on a daily basis where we can revitalize, rejuvenate
and recreate our constitution on all levels.

Complementary Therapies

These may include homeopathy, traditional Chinese medicine, aromatherapies and massage.
So as we examine changes that occur in a woman’s life,
whether menstrual or menopausal, we can see that profound
change is involved, and that embracing this change as positive,
makes for an easier transition. Grace and Grit are the keys that
open the door to abundance in a woman’s health.
Alexander T. Augoustides, MD practices Integrative Medicine
in Winston Salem, N.C., at Piedmont Integrative Medicine, P.A.
To schedule an appointment please call 336-760-0240. See ad
on page 12.
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Mother Earth's
Heartbeat:
The
Amazon Rainforest

T

he pulse of the planet steadily beats.
The rhythm is constant and gracious. The breath of Mother Earth
ﬂows across the land. At the center is the
lush, robust, brilliant green source of the
world’s greatest concentration of healing
life energy. This is the heartbeat of the
Earth, the Amazon Rainforest.
The Amazon Rainforest covers an
area the size of the US. Over 20 percent
of Earth’s oxygen is sourced from the
Amazon Rainforest and the 200, 000
species of plants it contains. Of these
plants, only two percent of the health
and therapeutic beneﬁts are known. Of
this tiny percentage, over 30% of all
pharmaceuticals have their origin.
Our indigenous brothers and sisters
the world over live in harmony with the
Earth, partaking of wild foods that are
both nourishing and medicinal. It is interesting to note that they are not plagued
with the degenerative diseases that have
enveloped our technological societies.
Their wild food and medicinal herb intake plays a signiﬁcant part. Along with
boosting the immune system, Rainforest
shamans believe that eating wild forest
plants balances the energetic frequencies
of the body and connects them to the
earth and the heavens.
While you may not have direct experience of the beneﬁt of wild foods, some
of the latest research on the development
and functioning of the human brain reveals that the brain does in fact require
wild foods. Researchers have found wild
foods to be in a category by themselves.
Christian Opitz, biochemist and author
and lecturer on wild foods explains,

“The bio-energetics and life force
of wild foods is unique. One can survive on a diet devoid of wild foods,
but then the body must go through
adaptations and that adaptation is
what Dr. Hans Selye called the stress
response. This stress response severely limits the body’s ability to self heal,
and also contributes to a feeling of
existential separation from everything
in one’s environment. While this is
necessary for functioning in daily life,
over activity of this brain center leads
to over identifying with one’s physical body, and a feeling of separation
from everything else. Only wild foods
contain the subtle energies and nutrients that enable the body to attune
it to its original design. This original
design naturally includes a consistent
experience of balance, harmony, and
connectedness to all life.”
The inclusion of wild foods from
the Amazon Rainforest in your diet can
directly contribute to an experience of
feeling connected to the body and the
grounded, ancient energy of the Earth.
Each person has the responsibility, as a steward of the Earth, to leave
a living planet unto seven generations.
Those who tread lightly on the Earth and
listen to her heartbeat enjoy and share
the abundance.
For more information about wild food
products and how you can take part
in sustaining your Health and the Earth
contact Courtney Shaw at 336-965-9607
or visit amazonwarrior.net. See ad on
page 36.
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Call
McKeithan
Pain Treatment Center

336-761-0501
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Self-Wor

W

hy do people sit by and
watch others succeed? Many
of these people lack the selfconﬁdence to go after their dreams and
ambitions. And for many, hypnosis is
helping them overcome this barrier.
The degree of conﬁdence we have in
ourselves effects virtually everything in
our lives from the type of work that we
do to our relationships with our families
and others. How we view ourselves determines, to a great extent, our perception
of success in life.
Several years ago, a psychology student conducted a study on conﬁdence.
In the study, two ads were placed in a
newspaper’s employment section. One
ad indicated that the company was looking for a basic accountant and stated a
salary. The other ad indicated that the
same company was looking for a senior
accountant with a substantially greater
salary. Aside from the position titles and
salary offers, the ads were identical. As
suspected, there were close to ten times
more people that applied for the basic
accountant position as did the senior accountant position. The study determined
that, as a whole, people lack the conﬁdence to pursue greater things.
What is the source of self-confidence? We often hear phrases such as
self-worth and self-conﬁdence mingled
together. Let’s break them apart, shall we?
Self-conﬁdence means to believe that one
can achieve their goal. Self-worth means
to believe that one is worthy to have their
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goal. In other words, if
we do not believe we
are worthy, we simply
do not try. That said, it
is self-worth that is the real target. When
we increase our feelings of self-worth,
the conﬁdence to try to achieve increases
as a result.
Beliefs of our own self-worth are derived from a variety of sources. Many of
these beliefs come from our childhood.
We can illustrate this by interviewing
ﬁnancially successful people. They will
typically tell us one of two stories. The
ﬁrst is that their parents were ﬁnancially
successful and the children learned from
their parents’ thought processes and desires. The second is that their childhood
was a life of struggle and poverty. In the
second story, these kids had a burning
desire to change their life as they knew
it. Their self-worth was greater than their
current net worth.
There are many negative sources
that attack one’s self-worth. Decreased
self-worth can come from being abused,
told we were worth nothing, picked on
excessively as a child and failures in
marriage or business. Whether the source
comes from our childhood or our most
recent failure, our self-worth is always
being affected.
As our self-worth decreases, so does
our self-conﬁdence. What is the point in
trying if all we expect is to fail or be denied? Why apply for the better job when
we believe we will be turned down? Why

pursue that business idea if we believe we
will fail? Are we good enough to even
expect a chance at it?

well! She ﬁnally realized that her belief
about being unworthy was not true. Belief
does not always equal truth.
As people, we can settle for our lot in
Belief Versus Truth
life or we can strive for greater things. For
what things can we strive to get? Many
Recently, an email circulated the people would say money. But what about
Internet about which gas companies buy the feeling of being the owner instead of
their gasoline from the Middle East. Given the employee? What about the feeling
the sentiment of many people lately, the of being a senior executive instead of a
message attempted to convince people junior? What about the feeling of knowto buy their gasoline from companies ing your children’s college education
that did not purchase oil from the Middle money is in the bank before they head
East. As a result of this email, many off to college? What about the feeling of
people starting buying their gasoline from knowing you stood up against the system
the “good” gas stations. They believed because it was the right thing to do? It is
that they were doyour choice. But if
ing the right thing
you doubt yourself
Self-worth:
in boycotting the
and your abilities,
“bad” gas stations.
The belief that I am
maybe you need
Upon investigation,
a push in the right
worthy of
we learned that the
direction.
achieving my goal
email was bogus.
While there are
While people “bemany different ways
lieved” the email,
to help people realthere was no “truth” in the email. Belief ize their self-worth and increase their
does not always equal truth.
self-conﬁdence, let’s take a more in depth
A lady came into our ofﬁce recently look at hypnosis. First, hypnosis helps us
and was very depressed. Though a mother realize the source of our hesitation and
of two, she had two failed marriages, a doubts of self-worth. Second, hypnosis
string of previous jobs and a sense of allows us to analyze ourselves as children
hopelessness towards her future.
with the knowledge and wisdom we have
During hypnosis, it was learned that now as an adult. For children, working
she was an unwanted child. Even though with a hypnotist brings in an outside view
her parents loved her, she was a silent to help them understand their feelings
burden to them. While she was never and experiences. And third, hypnosis can
told this as a child, it was easy for her as bring about a positive change without
a child to feel the distant relationship she
had with her parents. She felt unwanted,
insignificant and unworthy. Her selfworth was low enough to make her feel
that the good things and good feelings in
life were not for her to have. Why should
she expect to be happy in marriage? Why
should she expect her children to love
her? Why should she expect to be happy
with her job or ever expect to have her
own business? Why should she expect
anything good—she wasn’t wanted!
Thankfully, with the aid of hypnosis,
she was able to take her adult mind and
re-examine her childhood feelings. She
was then able to realize that this was
“her” life—not her parents’. And since
it was now her life, it was her choice. If
she wanted a better job, that was ok! If
she wanted to relax in the park, that was
ok! If she wanted to pursue things that
would make her happier, that was ok as

drugs that can last for a lifetime. Maybe
it is time to talk to a hypnotist.
For more information, contact John and
Karen Foy at Triad Hypnosis, 144 Sunset
Road, Clemmons, NC. 336-764-5601.
Visit www.triadhypnosis.com. See ad on
page 27.
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Back to Health

R

ebounding exercise is for everyone,
and in relation to women’s health, the
rebounder is truly a woman’s friend.
Toned supple skin, more calories burned more
efﬁciently and easily, stronger bones, greater
stamina and energy, and an increased sense
of wellness, are being experienced every day
by an increasing number of women as they
discover the joys of bouncing.
Rebound exercise is the only exercise that
can strengthen every cell at the same time,
while efﬁciently ﬂushing the lymph, without
shock to the joints. Since rebounding is a cellular exercise, it is easy to understand that all
the veins, capillaries, bones, internal organs, muscles, tendons
and tissues will get stronger as you jump, jog, or merely bounce
on the rebounder.
Osteoporosis: It is a well-known fact that bones become stronger when stressed. In just 14 days, the astronauts who went to
the moon lost 15% of their bone density because there was
no gravitational pull to positively stress their bones. The acceleration and deceleration, combined with the increased pull
of gravity as you bounce on a rebounder stresses each cell of
the bones so they become stronger and denser. Brief periods
of bouncing or jogging (1-2 minutes), repeated several times a
day, supported by a healthy, alkaline diet, is an excellent way
to prevent or combat this dreaded, condition.

Stronger internal organs,
ﬁrmer breasts and
smoother, toned skin.
When you begin bouncing, stop and use the
bathroom as often as needed, and get back on
your rebounder. Begin with short periods of
easy bouncing, several times a day.
Weight Loss: Rebound exercise, accompanied with a healthy diet of whole grains,
fresh fruits and vegetables, healthy fat, and
the elimination of margarines and processed
foods, makes the weight loss process natural
and hassle-free. Since this exercise can be
more efﬁcient than regular exercise, you are
able to burn more calories with less of your
effort, in less time. How much better can it
get? Well, it is also lots of fun! This cellular exercise increases
metabolism, circulation, digestion, absorption, and elimination.
Bouncing for a few minutes before each meal enhances internal
functions, and relaxes you and curbs your appetite.
Hormonal Balance: Rebounding’s ability to strengthen every
cell and enhance all cellular activities gives glandular support
and enhances hormonal production and balance.
Wrinkling and Sagging: Since rebound exercise does not tear
down tissue from shock or exertion, but instead brings oxygen,
nutrients, and increased circulation to cells, accompanied with
an increased gravitational force on the cells, they all become
stronger. Stronger internal organs, ﬁrmer breasts, and smoother,
toned skin result from daily bouncing, jumping or moving as
you like on the rebounder.

Varicose Veins: Rebound exercise strengthens all the cells
of the veins and capillaries so that proper blood ﬂow is supported. With health bouncing several times a day, circulation is
improved, and the injured veins become stronger. Little spider
veins can disappear, usually within a few weeks. Continued
healing takes place with consistent and daily bouncing, up to
5 minutes, 4-5 times a day.

Rebound exercise is an effective way to ﬂush the lymph system
in a short period of time and boost the immune system, increasing the white blood cells. Women and men alike are enjoying
positive results from rebounding for cancer, M. S., arthritis, and
other conditions.

Incontinence/Bladder Control: Rebounding may not, at ﬁrst,
sound too appealing to someone who has a bladder control
problem, but it is just what is needed. Since rebound exercise is
cellular, it strengthens the cells of the sphincter muscles, building increased control of the bladder, sometimes within weeks.

Linda Brooks is a Certiﬁed Reboundologist and a distributor
for the Soft-Bounce rebounder. She designs personal rebound
programs according to your needs. For more information call
877-299-9457 or visit www.2rebound.com. See ad on page
22.
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Exotic Travel...Close to Home

R

ising costs and the increased stress created
by enhanced security,
makes it harder than ever
before for travelers to be
healthy consumers.
Fortunately for those
who live in the Triad, there
are plenty of exotic locations that are inexpensive,
close by and where no security is required.
The Virginia Creeper National Recreation Trail is one such
location. This beautiful path is just minutes by car from this
magazine’s sanctuary on Little Horse Creek and it runs along
a former mountain railroad track between Abingdon, Virginia
and Whitetop, North Carolina.
The trail began as a native footpath and was used by pioneers such as Daniel Boone until it was turned into a railway
track in 1905. The name Virginia Creeper is a play on words
that comes from both the prominence of a fast growing vine
of the same name as well as the slow pace the original steam
locomotives required to struggle up the track’s steep grades.
The trail runs for 34 miles and crosses 100 trestles and
bridges offering countless breathtaking views. The most stunning scenery is perhaps between Damascus, Virginia and
Whitetop, North Carolina where the trail winds through the
unspoiled Mount Rogers National Recreation Area in the Jefferson National Forest.
This part of the trail covers rugged and picturesque country that is considered one of the most beautiful trails on the
continent.
Most travelers use bicycles (though there are horseback
riders as well) and there are bike rentals and shuttle services
available. You can suit the adventure to your level of physical ﬁtness. Many who are not uphill riders choose to pick up
their bikes at the top, ride almost entirely downhill for 17.4

miles to Damascus and then
ride a shuttle back uphill to
their car.
The trail is easy to reach
and use. The top of the
trail at Whitetop is accessible from the Triad with
less than a three hour drive
through very scenic mountain views.
There are numerous
bike rental companies that
can have a bike waiting at the top and a shuttle at the bottom
to drive you back up picturesque highway 58.
The trail is looked after by Virginia Creeper Trail Club whose
members maintain the corridor and conduct public education
programs about its scenic and natural qualities. New members
and volunteers are always welcome. Details are at http://www.
vacreepertrail.org/
You can learn more about the trail and nearby accommodations at http://www.vacreepertrail.com/ and http://www.
adventuredamascus.com/trail.htm
Those looking for a weekend adventure, can spend a night
or two at our Merrily Farms sanctuary. Details are at www.
littlehorsecreek.com or contact Gary Scott at gary@garyascott.
com
Hardier souls can enjoy the Creeper Trail Campground
(17 minutes drive from our sanctuary) which operates from a
working Christmas tree farm and offers a bath house with hot
showers, secluded tent camping sites, camp store, restaurant,
picnic tables, rental mountain bikes and horseback rider accommodations including stables, hay and hitching-posts. Details are
at http://www.creepertrailcampground.com/store.html
Whether you want to camp, enjoy luxury at the Merrily
Farms sanctuary, stay in one of the numerous B&Bs or just drive
up for the day, the Virginia Creeper Trail offers a beautiful, low
cost and no stress place to be.
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Oh,
I
See!
by Gary Scott

S
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everal years ago just before conducting a week long real estate
seminar in Ecuador, I ate a bad
melon in Quito and became ill. That
night, between the nausea and high altitude, I passed out. No big deal except
the place I chose to fall was a marble-clad
bathroom lined with lots of sharp, hard
corners. To this day I do not know how
I managed to break my nose, crack the
back of my skull, create a concussion and
wrench my neck.
The next two days were a stream of
fuzzy thoughts, Shamans and Doctors
visiting and not being able to move my
head for the pain.
Then the seminar began, over a hundred delegates were there. The show had
to go on, bandaged face and all. I worked
the week, ﬁghting the fuzzy vision, trying
to keep my mind focused and was plenty
tired when we were through.
Then we returned home where a
couple week’s backlog was waiting. I
carried on and pretty soon the memory
of the fall faded. The head healed.
The results of the fall and injury did
not. Clear thinking became hard. Remembering even harder. Writing, a natural
ease, turned into a chore.
As this grew worse I called my
friend, Dr. Wayne Pharr, a specialist in
Visuopathy, (or Behavioral Optometry),
the creator of the “Oh I See Program”,
which deals with correcting not eyesight,
but vision.
Visuopathy looks beyond Optometry
at what is happening to the signal from
the eye to the brain and how the brain is
processing the information it receives.
He found that my eyes were able to
see but the blow to the head had created
swelling around the optic nerve. This
edema scrambled the message that the
eye was sending to the brain. The process
of unscrambling this message took up so

much brain capacity that the brain did not
have sufﬁcient ability to deal with all the
incoming data. Like a broken leg or any
other injury, the body compensated. The
brain learned to work in a new and less
efﬁcient way. In this instance the brain
stopped processing peripheral data that
the eye saw.
The wound had healed but the brain
continued to act as if there was an injury!
Though my eyes saw things just ﬁne with
excellent peripheral vision, my brain
was still only processing 2% of the data
coming into my left eye and 1⁄2 % of the
data coming from my right eye. In short
I had horrendous tunnel vision and this
created all types of problems, making
it hard for me to drive, to work on the
computer, to remember. Remembering a
set of four numbers or more to enter into
the computer was impossible.
I was terribly visually handicapped
and Wayne showed how this worked by
showing me ﬁve diagrams and asking me
to remember them. This was a snap. But
when asked to draw the diagrams, after
just one drawing, the memory of the other
four was totally gone! The simple neural
muscular task of drawing created such a
demand on my limited functional vision
that the brain had to ﬂush short term
memory to handle the load.
There are many people who have
such visual handicaps and they do not
even know! You cannot see what you cannot see. Such problems can come from
head trauma at birth, any neck or head
injury and even from plain old, long term
emotional stress.
You can learn more about visuopathy at
http://www.neurovisuopathy.com/ and a
list of optometrists that use Wayne’s “Oh,
I See” method are included.

The Importance of Giving and Receiving

F

ulﬁllment enhances good health.
When we do what we love, we
do it better and more joyfully, put
in more energy, time and care and this
makes us feel fulﬁlled.
This is especially important in our
modern world where crime, war and terrorism add stress that can make us feel
worse. We live in a holographic, fractal
universe and this quantum reality can
be summed in the phrase, “As above, so
below”. Most humans feel the world’s
external turmoil within. We are all one
and we are all connected. Every life lost,
every terror felt, every act of aggression
impacts us at some level.
There is no better way to overcome
this than to make a positive statement
in the way we serve others. Charity is
not necessarily the best way to do this
either. A unique study was conducted by
psychotherapist Phaly Nuon to ﬁnd ways
for women to gain fulﬁllment even after
the most horrible of circumstances.
This study was conducted on Cambodian women who had survived the
trauma of Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge purge
where 20 % of the population was destroyed. Nuon had lost her family in this
disaster and was dedicated to ﬁnding
ways to help the lost women regain their
equilibrium.
The study found that three steps were
needed. First, the women were taught to
forget. They were given exercises so that
each day they could forget a little more
of the things they would never entirely
forget. They were distracted with music
or embroidery or weaving or whatever
seemed to work. “The loss is under the
skin”, Nuon said. “We cannot take it out.
But we can forget that it is there a little
longer each day.”
Second, Phaly Nuon taught them to
work. They had to learn to work well,
have pride in the work, and they had to
be paid. The receiving of energy as well
as the giving was necessary to make this
work.
Next, once they had mastered a trade
or profession she found that they needed
to love. She used a steam bath to do this,

where the women could meet and give
one another manicures and pedicures.
Doing this made the women feel
beautiful and put them in contact with
the bodies of other people and to give
up their bodies to the care of others.
Grooming is one of the primary forms
of socialization among primates and
this return to grooming helped bring the
women back to balance.
Finally, she taught the women one
more vital lesson: that these three steps,
forgetting, working and loving are not
three separate skills, but part of one enormous whole. The practice of these three
things together, each as part of the other,
is what made the difference.
Phaly Nuon’s explanation is worth

remembering: “Wholeness is the hardest thing to convey, but they all come to
understand this, and when they do—and
why—then they are ready to go into the
world again.”
Wholeness in giving and receiving is
a recipe for better health regardless of circumstances. Be sure to give and receive.
If we give too much without allowing
others to return we manifest the parasitic
element that lies within us all.
There is nothing more powerful for
health without and within than serving.
Give in ways that support this earth, help
the world in a positive way and your
rewards will be better health. There is
no other model for success that makes
more sense.
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Know the
Risks of
Farmed
Salmon

S

eafood has long been associated with good health. However as food sources, production and distribution systems
change, so too does the nutritional value of some foods.
This is especially true of salmon.
Wild caught salmon is a great source of omega-3 fatty
acids that are nutritionally important to your heart, brain, skin
and joints. Farmed salmon provides some omega-3, but far
less, and there are other negative factors of which we should
be aware.
Farm salmon hatch in trays and live in crowded, often unclean, pens. They are fed soy products (often genetically modiﬁed) and given many antibiotics as well as pesticides. You get
more antibiotic residue from farm raised salmon than eggs or
meat! To add insult to injury, the farmed ﬁsh are injected with
a synthetic pink dye to make them look like salmon. Otherwise
their ﬂesh would be dull grey. This dye contains ingredients that
have been banned for human use in other products.
Farm-raised salmon contain signiﬁcantly more dioxins and
other potentially cancer-causing pollutants than do salmon
caught in the wild, says a major study that tested contaminants
in ﬁsh bought around the world. Not all farmed salmon are
equally bad though. Excerpts from an article at http://www.
wired.com/news/business/0,1367,61839,00.html says:
“Salmon farmed in Northern Europe had the most contaminants, followed by North America and Chile, according to the
study released recently. It blames the feed used on ﬁsh farms
for concentrating the ocean pollutants. Eating more than a meal
of farm-raised salmon per month, depending on its country of
origin, could slightly increase the risk of getting cancer later in
life, researchers conclude." They urge consumers to buy wild
salmon and recommend that farmers change ﬁsh feed.
“But the Food and Drug Administration said the levels of
pollutants found in salmon are too low for serious concern.
The agency urged Americans not to let the new research,
reported recently in the journal, Science, frighten them into a
diet change."
“The study tested salmon raw, with the skin on. Removing
the skin and grilling it removes a signiﬁcant amount of PCBs,
dioxins and other pollutants stored in ﬁsh fat, the FDA noted.
The average dioxin level in farmed-raised salmon was as 11
times higher than that in wild salmon — 1.88 parts per billion
compared with 0.17 ppb. For PCBs, the average was 36.6 ppb
in farm-raised salmon and 4.75 in wild salmon.”
Finally, farming salmon may not be good for the environment either. The pollution created in the process kills other ﬁsh
and sea creatures.
Time changes, the world changes, and so too does our food.
We must always be alert, and the next time we go shopping for
salmon it may be healthier to make sure that it is wild.
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Massage & Yoga

for a clearer
body and mind

W

omen’s lives are busier now than in anytime in history. We
are the masters of multi-tasking
and the ultimate caregivers. Women’s
careers today range from high powered
CEO’s to ring leaders of a family circus.
And with everything we give out to our
world, we need to take the time to receive
or we can experience burnout. Massage
is a great way to give back to yourself and
to replenish your depleted reserves after
caring for everyone else. Taking care of
your body will help you carry out all of
your activities and massage therapy is a
healthy way to make your body feel appreciated.
Massage therapy is beautifully beneﬁcial for a wide range of musculoskeletal
disorders from TMJ to cerebral palsy. And
for the everyday, massage can work wonders for the body. The body immediately
responds to touch, both mechanically
and reﬂexively and from the physical to
the subtle levels. Circulation of blood and
lymph are increased during a massage.
This action ﬂushes the body of toxins and
metabolic waste, leaving you cleaner,
healthier, and more metabolically efﬁcient. The muscle stimulation received
releases tension and increases ﬂexibility
and range of motion. This can reduce
pain and break the pain cycle. A general
massage, or a hot stone massage, greatly
reduces and alleviates menstrual symptoms during your monthly cycle. Note:
be aware that massage can change the
menstrual ﬂow and consistency, which
is natural and beneﬁcial.
With all these benefits and more
gained from massage, why isn’t everyone
receiving them? Sometimes it is hard to
ﬁt a regular massage into your budget.
However, massage will allow you to be
healthier, happier, and able to get more

out of life, so it usually is worth the extra
spending. Massage is no longer just a
luxury spa item; it can be a preventative
and rehabilitative health care necessity.
A wonderful complement to massage
is the practice of yoga. They both offer
many of the same beneﬁts, but also some
very distinct ones. One of the theories in
yoga is that when you learn to control the
body you can control the mind, so rather
than mind over matter, it is matter over
mind. Massage comes into play here in

that when you take care of your body
and release the physical tension,
the mental stresses and tension are
allowed to release as well. With a
clearer mind and body, you can start to
heal and rejuvenate your physical and
emotional selves and face the world with
new fervor. So consider adding massage
and/or yoga to your health regimen.
For more information on benefits on
massage and yoga, call Judi Rossabi or
Rebecca Nau at The Yoga Café, 711-A
Milner Drive in Greensboro. 336-2991070 or visit theyogacafe.biz. See ad on
page 7.
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knowyour
herbs
Peppermint

Mentha Piperita

M

int...just say the word and
cool, refreshing images come
to mind: frosty glasses of lemonade garnished with curly sprigs of
spearmint; the clean, chilling taste of a
mint candy cane. Even chewing gum,
mouthwash, and toothpaste companies
use images of crisp, clean snowy slopes
to let us know how refreshing their mint
ﬂavored products are. Delicious recipes
for soups and deserts. Remedies for various health troubles and countless other
uses.
Given half a chance, mint will take
over your whole garden. That natural
vigor makes this hardy perennial a great,
no-fail plant for beginning gardeners—or
for anyone who needs a tough, fast-growing and lovely ground cover.

Mint - the plant of happiness
If you often drink mint tea or use
mint in your recipes, consider growing
your own mint plants instead of always
buying a plant or tea bag at the supermarket. There’s really nothing difﬁcult to
it. The growing process itself advances
quite quickly and it is a joy to watch
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your own mint plants grow in
such a short time. However, it
takes some time before you have
a mint plant that is large enough
to make a pot of tea with. Therefore it
is good idea to grow several plants at a
time and don’t take leaves for your mint
tea before your plants have grown large
enough. Otherwise, you will quickly run
out of mint leaves.

Good for You
Most all mints contain those following nutrients, making it good for
you:Vitamin B1 (thiamine), Vitamin B2
(riboﬂavin),carotenes, calcium, iron and
phosphorus.

A Brief History of Mint
Mint has been used for ﬂavor and
medicine at least as far back as the Greeks
and was thought of as a sign of hospitality.
The Greeks thought mint could clear the
voice and cure a case of hiccups, and also
served it after a meal as a digestive aid.
Chinese and Ayurvedic doctors also
used it for a digestive aid, as well as

a treatment for
colds, coughs
and fevers.
Spearmint, the
most common
member of the
mint group, was
carried by the Romans across Europe.
Spearmint, peppermint and pennyroyal
were carried by the European colonists
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to many locations, including North
America, where it naturalized. Thomas
Jefferson grew lemon balm at his home
at Monticello, as well as other mints, for
medicinal and culinary uses.

Types & Uses
The two types of mint most common
in gardens are Mentha piperata or peppermint, “peppery mint,” and Mentha
spicata, or spearmint, “spiky mint.”
Mints have vigorous growth habits
(with underground stems carrying startups of the plant in all directions) and
aromatic leaves that bear a volatile oil
(containing menthol). Most have small
tiny ﬂowers blooming in summer. All
plants in this botanical family have
squared off stems with leaves arranged
in pairs opposite each other.
There are about twenty species of
mint growing world-wide with many,
many more transitional forms, hybrids,
and regional variations.
Some of the favorites are:
Mentha Piperita (usually known as Peppermint)—king of all mints. The potent
taste of the leaves—very strong menthol—takes your breath away. Very cool
and clean indeed. Peppermint is the mint
that is most often used commercially—in
liqueurs, toothpastes, soaps, and mouthwashes— because of its strong, pure
qualities.
This plant is said to repel aphids, ﬂea
beetles, and cabbage pests. Grow near
roses to deter aphids.

Peppermint is the mint of choice
for medicinal purposes. Its many uses
include relief of indigestion, ﬂavoring
for toothpaste, liver tonic, pain relief and
sedative. Mints are frequently used to
settle the stomach and stimulate digestion, and also assist in reducing infection
and inﬂammation. Oils of both spearmint
and peppermint are used in aromatherapy
to assist with mental fatigue, headache,
colds, coughs, asthma, and bronchitis.

gray-green leaves are covered with soft
fuzz. Bees and butterﬂies are attracted
to catnip, so plant it where pollination
is needed.

Pineapple Mint. Very similar to apple
mint but with a white edging to the
leaves. Sometimes labeled as Apple Mint
Variegata.

Propagating & Growing Mint

Spearmint.(Mentha spicata) It has a
strong, sweet scent. The crinkled or
smooth stems have a tinge of red. The
bright green leaves are pointed and
toothed, and the lavender ﬂower spikes
are 2 to 4 inches long.
Lemon Balm (Melissa ofﬁcinalis) This
plant has hairy, square, stems and lemon
scented leaves. The fruit is a smooth
nutlet. This plant attracts bees to the
garden.
Catnip (Nepeta cataria) The serrated

Apple Mint (Mentha suaveolens) (Lamiaceae family) Leaves have a sweet scent.
With its attractive foliage and ﬂowers,light
green leaves and a light apple fragrance,
it makes a nice container plant.

Since most mints spread rapidly, it
is wise to give them lots of space. Find
out the maximum height of your plant in
order to place it as either a front bordertype plant or to place in the background.
It grows best in a damp, partially shady
location (about four hours of sun is good)
with rich soil. Mint planted outdoors
should be mulched heavily to protect
against frost. Most mints are hardy to
zone 5.
Many types can be started from seed.
One exception is peppermint, which is
sterile. But if you have access to a plant,
it is much easier to pull up a runner with
some roots already on it, and plant that.
Or take cuttings and root in water or

divide roots of the main plant. The plant
is invasive and should be grown in pots
if conﬁnement is desired. These are very
low maintenance plants!
Cut the plants back in autumn and
mulch to get them ready for the colder
winter months.

Managing Mint
Steps can be taken to lessen the
chance of mint taking over your garden.
Check often for the runners or stolons.
Dig around the plants about an inch
deep and pull them up. Conﬁne it. Plant
it in pots, window boxes, half-barrels, or
a long piece of clay pipe sunk into the
ground. Even when using a conﬁnement
or barrier, you still must keep checking
for runners. If there is a small opening for
the mint to escape, it will.
For more information about mint or for
some wonderful summer recipes using
mint, contact Wendy Evensen of Sadie's
Herbal Garden, located at 8406 Hwy.
158 (Main St.) in Stokesdale, NC. Or
call 336-644-SOAP, or visit her website
at www.sadiesherbalgarden.com. See ad
on page 30.
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Beauty is
ble
i
s
i
v
e
Health mad

I

n an issue focused on healthy women you can hardly omit
the largest organ of the body, and one many women work
on tirelessly—the skin!
We all talk about “healthy” skin and who doesn’t want it?
Brieﬂy, healthy skin is without excess or deﬁciency. Not too
much or too little oil. The moisture content should be in balance—and oil is not moisture! Moisture is water, but you need
both. Most of us would associate healthy skin with that clear
even color and texture of a younger child.
Brieﬂy let’s look at how we get there. First realize it takes
time to turn back the clock. Your issue or issues did not happen
in an hour or two, or even a week. It may begin to look better
after one treatment but the road to healthy skin is a journey not
a destination. Spas, medical ofﬁces and salons can offer great
treatments like scrubs, wraps, light therapy and mineral makeup, however, there are things you can do to help yourself.
• SPF’s are a must—This year alone more than 9,000
people will die from skin cancer, make sure your entire body
is checked regularly.
• Diet can’t be ignored—More and more, we learn how
important it is to eat a balanced diet. How many times have
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been told, “Beauty comes from with in”? Even though you may
do pretty well with eating right, did you know that most foods
are not as rich in nutrients as we need? Shipping, storage and
cooking are common culprits in nutrient loss. Even organic
foods may be grown in depleted earth.
• Supplement are a must. Vitamins, minerals, and yes even
hormones can affect the way your skin looks. No matter how
careful we are about what we eat it is almost impossible to
eat all we need. One of the “new trends” in skin care is wellness. This is not news to many of us but a real paradigm shift
for others. Nutraceuticals are fast becoming the cutting edge
in skincare. Vitamins A, C, & E have long been called the skin
vitamins. But they now have company from many sources that
help replace those missing links .For example we now know
that pomegranate, when taken internally, can raise the natural
SPF ability of the body 30%.
• The other addition to traditional skin care deals with
how efﬁciently our bodies eliminate waste. A healthy colon
will aid skin dealing with acne, and rosaca as well as anti-aging. It may not be a subject we like to talk about but a clean,
well functioning colon will aid your total well being. Realize
not all supplements, colon cleanses, or skin care products are
created equally.
Natural will almost always be better. Advice from professionals, time and trial will always tell you what works for you.
You and others will be able to see it because beauty is health
made visible!
For more information about natural skincare, contact Paulette
Agha of Beneﬁcial Skinworks at 2850 Middlebrook Dr. in Clemmons, NC. 336-712-0405. www.beneﬁcialskinworks.com. See
ad on page 9.

calendar
of events
Monday, July 4
Independence Day Celebration at Tannenbaum Historic Park. 10 am-4 pm.
Rediscover America’s history from 17761976! Experience life in the North
Carolina backcountry as it was in the
18th century with sewing, cooking and
gardening demonstrations and children’s
games. Location: Tannenbaum Historic
Park, 2200 New Garden Road. Cost: Free.
For more information call, 336-545-5315
or email, history@greensboro-nc.gov.

Friday, July 8
Restorative Yoga. 6-8 pm. This workshop
is designed to restore the body and mind
through the extensive use of props in
various yoga poses. Each pose is held for
longer periods of time to allow the body
to settle and be restored. Anyone can
beneﬁt from this practice and all students,
beginners and experienced, should feel
welcome. You will leave with reduced
stress and tension and will have a restored
sense of peace and calmness. Fee: $25.
Sunrise Yoga Studio, 6000 Meadowbrook
Mall Court, Suite 28, Clemmons; 7781233. www.sunriseyoga.net

Saturday, July 9
Lettuce Party. 10-11 am. Motivational
speaker and author Jackie Stanley offers
a free workshop on her monthly wellness
journal “Lettuce Is Not Enough”. Earth
Fare, the Healthy Supermarket. 2965
Battleground Ave, Greensboro. 336.3690190. www.earthfare.com

Sunday, July 10th
Mini-Retreat: “Yoga in the Glen.” 2:005:30 pm. Will also be held Sunday,
July 31. Intense renewal, rejuvenating
introduction to raja yoga. Stress relief
plus--adding meditation and pranayama
to your hatha practice. Lectures on “the
wisdom of the sages;” deep relaxation.
$55. Two-hour session, $30. Sign up for
classes and receive 50% off. Holistic
Yoga of NW Greensboro. 855-8018.
ValPutney@aol.com

Yoga of Deep Awareness Workshop. 11
am-12:30 pm. Learn to expand awareness, quiet the mind and go deeper into
your asana practice than ever before—
without any force. This workshop will
be followed by a monthly practice and
refresher session. Location: SoulFlower
Studios, 301-F State Street @ Roseland,
Greensboro. Please call to register. 336378-9599. www.statestreetcenter.com

Tuesday, July 12
What the Bleep Do I Need All This
“Drama” For?! 7-8:30 pm. Getting
frustrated with too much “drama” in
your life? Finding yourself repeatedly in
no-win situations that just escalate then
crash-n-burn? Starting to feel a tad overwhelmed or fed-up? Do you want positive
methods to release yourself from it & still
enjoy life? Join Tara Dillinger and Margo
Ross for a relaxing, pro-active workshop
designed to inform and empower you
with understanding, insight, support resources and real techniques to stop the
“drama.” Refreshments & entertainment
included. Seating limit of 10. $20/person.
Questions welcome. Registration & street
directions at tara@networkthelight.net
or margo@networkthelight.net or 336314-0503.

Friday, July 15
The Berry Festival. Friday-Sunday. Visit
Earth Fare’s Berry Festival this weekend
and sample all the best of the berries.
Earth Fare will also be offering cooking
classes on all the culinary uses of berries.
Earth Fare, the Healthy Supermarket,
2965 Battleground Ave, Greensboro (336)
369-0190. www.earthfare.com
Saturday, July 16
Restorative Yoga. 1:30-3:30 pm. This
workshop is designed to restore the body
and mind through the extensive use of
props in various yoga poses. Each pose
is held for longer periods of time to allow the body to settle and be restored.
Anyone can beneﬁt from this practice and
all students, beginners and experienced,
should feel welcome. You will leave with

reduced stress and tension and will have
a restored sense of peace and calmness.
Fee: $25 (or $20 for each if paid by 7/2).
Sunrise Yoga Studio, 6000 Meadowbrook
Mall Court, Suite 28, Clemmons; 7781233. www.sunriseyoga.net
Reiki Circle for Your Relaxation. 3-5 pm.
Relaxing, interesting, fun & safe! NonReiki people and all Reiki practitioners
welcome to participate in a casual, informative, comfortable “Round Robin”
arrangement led by Reiki Master Teacher,
Margo Ross. Experience the gentle &
powerful healing effects or practice your
own Reiki skills! At Eclectic By Nature
shop at 408 State Street in Greensboro.
Call 336-691-8023 to book your space.
Love offerings accepted (suggested $1).

Monday, July 18
Julie Luther’s Boot Camp Challenge. 6-7
am Monday through Friday until August
27. Perfect to get you in shape with fun
outdoor obstacle courses and focused
indoor training. All fitness levels are
welcome! Meet new friends, have fun,
sweat and change your body and your
life for the better. Contact Julie Luther’s
Fitness Center at 336-282-4200 or
Julie@julieluther.com
HypnoBirthing®. July 18 – August 15
Five-week session, Mondays, 6:30 – 9:30
pm. Childbirth classes teaching mothers
and birth companions techniques for safe,
satisfying birthing through guided imagery, visualization and special breathing.
$285.00 before July 4 and $325.00 after
July 4. Tuition includes book, cds and
handouts. To register and/or for further
information call Tag. 336-992-6135

Tuesday, July 19
Lettuce Party. 6:30-7:30 pm. Motivational speaker and author Jackie Stanley
offers a free workshop on her monthly
wellness journal “Lettuce Is Not Enough”.
Earth Fare, the Healthy Supermarket.
2965 Battleground Ave, Greensboro (336)
369-0190. www.earthfare.com
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calendar
of events
Sunday, July 24
Restorative Yoga. 3:30-5:30 pm. This
workshop is designed to restore the body
and mind through the extensive use of
props in various yoga poses. Each pose
is held for longer periods of time to allow the body to settle and be restored.
Anyone can beneﬁt from this practice and
all students, beginners and experienced,
should feel welcome. You will leave with
reduced stress and tension and will have
a restored sense of peace and calmness.
Fee: $25 (or $20 for each if paid by 7/10).
Sunrise Yoga Studio, 6000 Meadowbrook
Mall Court, Suite 28, Clemmons; 7781233. www.sunriseyoga.net

Monday, July 25
YoDa Camp for Kids!. 9:30 am - 12:00
noon Monday-Wedneday, 7/25-7/27.
Combines yoga & dance, rhythm & music
in fun ways! Creative arts interwoven,
too! For ages 7-11; Register by July 18th:
$49.00 After July 18th: $59.00. Price is
for all 3 days and includes materials.
Optional photos extra. Location: Earth
Fare Market’s Community Room: 2965
Battleground, Greensboro. Please call
SoulFlower Studios to register. 336-3789599. www.statestreetcenter.com

Thursday, July 28
Wake Up! Greensboro 2005. 7-10 pm.
A Pajama Party beneﬁt for the Make-AWish Foundation! Another spectacular
Channel Red Design public event like
nothing before it! You will NOT believe
your eyes & ears...come see for yourself
and support a great children’s charity, too.
Fun galore and great surprises in all directions; VIP lounge staffed by LEWA! In
“Heaven” on Elm St, downtown Greensboro, right above Much. $10/person.
Watch www.channelreddesign.com for
more information!

Saturday, July 30
Happy Hills Animal Adoption Fair at
Earth Fare. 1-4 pm. Take home your
new best friend! Earth Fare, the Healthy
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Supermarket, 2965 Battleground Ave,
Greensboro. 336-369-0190. www.earthfare.com
Indigo Children: Who, What, and Why?
3-5 pm.. Do you have children or grandchildren aged 0-20 years? Are you a
schoolteacher, pediatric health professional, or childcare provider? Are you
between teens to 30 years? Get current,
practical & philosophical information
about the basic who-what-and-why’s
(and why-nots) of Indigos and the unusual
thinking, living, special gifts & challenges
they/we face. Margo Ross, Indigo Child,
Researcher, Mentor, practicing Life Coach
& Reiki Master Teacher leads this interactive forum for you. Includes a recommended reading list, support websites,
local supports, Q&A time, and more.
Class designed for ages 15 and over. Bring
your family and friends! At Eclectic By
Nature on State Street, Greensboro 336691-8023 or tavane@eclecticbynature.
com. $40/person.

Sunday, July 31
Fire in the Belly Workshop. 1-4 pm. Team
taught by Aten Doukas & Adalia “Mataji”
Rathel. Explore & free old patterns in the
body through breath, movement, belly
dance & visualization. Register by July
22nd: $30; register after July 22nd: $35.
Location: SoulFlower Studios, 301-F State
Street @ Roseland, Greensboro. Please
call to register. 336-378-9599. www.
statestreetcenter.com

Saturday, August 6
How to Find Answers from God. 1011:30 am. An exciting new workshop
presented by Eckankar. Discover techniques to enrich your life and learn tools
to understand your dreams. Free. This
event is part of the NC Regional seminar,
The Quest for Spiritual Truth, Aug. 5th
– 7th. You are also invited to attend the
Saturday afternoon and evening programs
as our guest. Embassy Suites Hotel, Cary,
NC. Call 919-852-1550 or visit www.
eckankar-nc.org

Saturday, September 10
Nurturing the Pregnant Couple – Birthing and Beyond. Saturday & Sunday 1-4
pm. An expectant couples workshop for
the body, mind and spirit. This six-hour
intensive workshop focuses on massage and yoga techniques to beneﬁt the
expectant mother, her partner and their
baby. $135.00 ($50.00 deposit required
to hold space) Includes notebook of
information covered in workshop). To
register or for additional information call
Cheryl @ 282-3300 or Tag @ 992-6135,
see web site for details or email Cheryl at
cnandres@familyyoga.org. Family Yoga,
2616 F Lawndale Dr, Greensboro, 2823300, www.familyyoga.org.

Thursday, September 22
Asana with Therapeutic Infusion – with
Jenny Otto. Jenny has been developing
and teaching wellness programs for over
twenty years. She is anusara yoga certiﬁed and is designated an anusara “Master
trainer” by John Friend. Jenny brings
warmth and humor to her teaching as
well as detailed knowledge in working
with injuries and special conditions. If
you ever wondered how the body works
or why your back, knee or elbows hurt;
Jenny’s workshops can answer your questions and often tell you how to ﬁx it!
Two sessions will be offered. To register
or for additional information call Cheryl
@ 282-3300, see web site for details or
email Cheryl at cnandres@familyyoga.
org. Family Yoga, 2616 F Lawndale Dr,
Greensboro, 282-3300, www.familyyoga.org.

Friday, October 14
Partner Yoga Workshop. Yoga means
union. Develop greater trust, sensitivity
and understanding as we sustain our
partners with our presence, breath, and
support through Partner Yoga. Most importantly, it is FUN! We laugh together
as we strengthen and stretch the body!
6:30 - 8:00 pm. $20 per couple. See
web site for details or email Cheryl at
cnandres@familyyoga.org. Family Yoga,
2616 F Lawndale Dr, Greensboro, 2823300, www.familyyoga.org.

ongoing
events
sunday
Usui Reiki II Certiﬁcation. 3-5 pm July
10, 17, 24, 31. Must attend all 4 classes.
$99/person ($89 for LEWA members
& other qualifying discounts). Pre-requisite: Reiki I cert. Illustrated manual,
4 attunements, sacred symbols & uses,
meditation, guided practice, Q&A time,
certiﬁcation, & lifetime Reiki support
from your Master Teacher, Margo Ross.
Greensboro. margo@indigoanswers.com
or 336-314-0503 at www.indigoanswers.
com.

monday
Level 1 (Beginners) yoga classes. 9:3011 am. Level 1 is designed to introduce
students to the practice of Hatha Yoga.
Students will learn the basic techniques
of proper body alignment, breathing and
relaxation. Other beginners classes on
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, &
Sunday. Sunrise Yoga Studio, 6000 Meadowbrook Mall Court, Suite 28, Clemmons; 778-1233. www.sunriseyoga.net
Mom & Baby Yoga. 11am-12:15pm.
Bring your baby with you as you return
to yoga. Enjoy class with baby to regain
your strength and energy after childbirth. Family Yoga, 2616 F Lawndale Dr,
Greensboro, 282-3300.
Children’s Yoga. 4-5pm. A fun-filled
class with yoga, music and movement.
Children ages four to eight are welcome.
** Children’s yoga birthday parties available ** Family Yoga, 2616 F Lawndale Dr,
Greensboro, 282-3300.
Intermediate Yoga. 6-7:30 pm. For students with an understanding of basic yoga
principles, the class will build stamina,
strength and ﬂexibility while alleviating
stress. Other Intermediate classes on
Wed 6:00 pm, Tues/Thurs/Sat 9 am. The
Yoga Gallery, 633 N. Trade St., WinstonSalem, 725-4119, www.yogagallery.net.
Beginner Yoga. 6:30-7:45pm. Yoga at a
level for those who are starting or reentering their yoga practice. Discover
how yoga can increase your ﬂexibility
and concentration. Family Yoga, 2616 F
Lawndale Dr, Greensboro, 282-3300.
HypnoBirthing®. 6:30-9:30 pm. 5- week
session beginning July 18. Mondays.
Childbirth classes teaching mothers and
birth companions techniques for safe,
satisfying birthing through guided imag-

ery, visualization and special breathing.
$285.00 before July 4 and $325.00 after
July 4. Tuition includes book, cds and
handouts. To register and/or for further
information call Tag. 336-992-6135

tuesday
Intermediate Yoga. 9:30-10:45am. Yoga
at a level for those who are familiar with
traditional asanas (poses). Increase your
strength, ﬂexibility and concentration in
this class. Family Yoga, 2616 F Lawndale
Dr, Greensboro, 282-3300.
Yoga for the Rest of Us. 9:30-10:30 am &
3:30-4:30 pm.Gentle/Level I classes ideal
for non-athletes and those with challenges. “The stiffer you are, the more you need
it.” Emphasis on hatha, plus pranayama,
gyana, meditation and relaxation. That’s
Holistic Yoga. Reasonable cost. Small
classes in quiet NW Greensboro studio.
855-8018; ValPutney@aol.com.
Easy Does It Yoga. 1-2:15pm. A class
designed for those desiring to work at a
slower pace. No prior experience with
yoga is necessary. Family Yoga, 2616 F
Lawndale Dr, Greensboro, 282-3300.
Prenatal Yoga. 5:30 pm. This practice
will help you to focus on and experience
your pregnancy in a deeper way. It will
help you maintain your health, and the
breath work will prime you for labor and
childbirth by training you to stay calm
when you need it most. Yoga Gallery, 633
N. Trade St., Winston-Salem. 725-4119.
www.yogagallery.net.
Prenatal Yoga. 6-7:15 pm. Prepare your
mind and body for the challenges of
pregnancy and labor. This class integrates Hatha and Kundalini yoga along
with meditation and relaxation. Family
Yoga, 2616 F Lawndale Dr, Greensboro,
282-3300.
Yoga Fundamentals. 6:30-8 pm. (Beginners) An introduction to Yoga for the
novice or those wanting a “gentler” class
in a safe and supportive atmosphere
with attention paid to proper alignment.
The same level class meets Monday ,
Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday. Check
the website for updated information. The
Yoga Gallery, 633 N. Trade St., WinstonSalem, 725-4119, www.yogagallery.net.
Tai Chi. 7- 8:30 p.m. New Tai Chi class
taught by Marc. Beginners welcome.
Develop ﬂexibility, strength and concentration. Yoga Cafe, 711-A Milner Dr.,
Greensboro, 299-1070.

Yoga for Men. 7:30 -8:45pm. A beginner
introduction to yoga that runs over a 6
week class session. You will learn beginner poses, proper breathing and relaxation techniques that will be combined
into a complete workout routine. Sign-Up
required. Family Yoga, 2616 F Lawndale
Dr, Greensboro, 282-3300.
Level 2 (Intermediate) Yoga. 7:35-9
pm. classes introduce more challenging
poses and reﬁnes those taught in Level
1. More detailed breathing techniques
are also taught. Preparations for inversions are introduced. Students who have
practiced yoga for 6 months or more
may enroll. Also held Monday evenings
and Tuesday mornings. Sunrise Yoga
Studio, 6000 Meadowbrook Mall Court,
Suite 28 , Clemmons; 778-1233. www.
sunriseyoga.net

wednesday
Prenatal Yoga. 9:30-10:45am. Prepare
your mind and body for the challenges
of pregnancy and labor. This class integrates Hatha and Kundalini yoga along
with meditation and relaxation. Family
Yoga, 2616 F Lawndale Dr, Greensboro,
282-3300.
Mom & Baby Yoga. 11am-12:15pm.
Bring your baby with you as you return
to yoga. Enjoy class with baby to regain
your strength and energy after childbirth. Family Yoga, 2616 F Lawndale Dr,
Greensboro, 282-3300.
Yoga By Request. 3:30-4:30 pm. What
do you want in a yoga class? Perosnal
attention as you pose? More meditation?
Philosophy? Ask and you may receive!
Private or group lessons; your place or
mine. Holistic Yoga of NW Greensboro.
855-8018; ValPutney@aol.com
Beginner Yoga. 4:30-5:45pm. Yoga at a
level for those who are starting or reentering their yoga practice. Discover
how yoga can increase your ﬂexibility
and concentration. Family Yoga, 2616 F
Lawndale Dr, Greensboro, 282-3300.
Intermediate Yoga. 6:30-7:45pm. Yoga
at a level for those who are familiar with
traditional asanas (poses). Increase your
strength, ﬂexibility and concentration in
this class. Family Yoga, 2616 F Lawndale
Dr, Greensboro, 282-3300.
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ongoing
events
Usui Reiki II Certiﬁcation. 7-9 pm. July
6, 13, 20, 27. Must attend all 4 classes.
$99/person ($89 for LEWA members
& other qualifying discounts). Pre-requisite: Reiki I cert. Illustrated manual,
4 attunements, sacred symbols & uses,
meditation, guided practice, Q&A time,
certiﬁcation, & lifetime Reiki support
from your Master Teacher, Margo Ross.
Greensboro. margo@indigoanswers.com
or 336-314-0503 at www.indigoanswers.
com

thursday
Intermediate Yoga. 9:30-10:45am. Yoga
at a level for those who are familiar with
traditional asanas (poses). Increase your
strength, ﬂexibility and concentration in
this class. Family Yoga, 2616 F Lawndale
Dr, Greensboro, 282-3300.
Gentle Yoga. 9:30-10:40 a.m. Enjoy this
gentle class designed to expand your yoga
class through meditation, breathing and
asana practice. Very relaxing -- taught
by Judi. Yoga Cafe, 711-A Milner Dr.,
Greensboro, 299-1070.
Therapeutic Yoga.11am–12:15pm. Classes are developed for specific issues,
needs, & individuals with AutoImmune
Diseases, such as, MS, Fibromyalgia,
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Chronic
Arthritis or Crohn’s Disease. Family
Yoga, 2616 F Lawndale Dr, Greensboro,
282-3300
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Easy Does It Yoga. 1-2:15pm. A class
designed for those desiring to work at a
slower pace. No prior experience with
yoga is necessary. Family Yoga, 2616 F
Lawndale Dr, Greensboro, 282-3300
Intermediate (Level I/II) Yoga. For those
with a knowledge of the basics ready for
the next level. Emphasis on hatha, plus
pranayama, gyana, meditation and relaxation. That’s Holistic Yoga. Reasonable
cost. Small classes in quiet NW Greensboro studio. 855-8018; ValPutney@aol.
com. 3:30-4:30 and 6-7 p.m.

Prenatal Yoga. 9:30-10:15 am. Prenatal
yoga is for expecting mothers who want
to improve their quality of life and connect with the new life inside of them. No
prior experience is necessary. Prenatal
yoga also held on Saturday mornings. Call
or visit our website for more information.
Sunrise Yoga Studio, 6000 Meadowbrook
Mall Court, Suite 28, Clemmons; 7781233. www.sunriseyoga.net

Prenatal Yoga. 6-7:15 pm.Prepare your
mind and body for the challenges of
pregnancy and labor. This class integratesKundalini yoga along with meditation and relaxation. Family Yoga, 2616 F
Lawndale Dr, Greensboro, 282-3300.

Easy Does It Yoga. 9-10:15am. A class
designed for those desiring to work at a
slower pace. No prior experience with
yoga is necessary. Family Yoga, 2616 F
Lawndale Dr, Greensboro, 282-3300.

Healing Night. 6:30 pm. Ongoing for
8 yrs. Fee: Love offering. Reiki, Healing
Touch, toning, Energy Radiance, La Ho
Chi, light therapy....all healing modalities
welcome. Call 674-8008 for directions
and details.
Beginner Yoga. 7:30-8:45pm. Yoga at a
level for those who are starting or reentering their yoga practice. Discover
how yoga can increase your ﬂexibility
and concentration. Family Yoga, 2616 F
Lawndale Dr, Greensboro, 282-3300

friday
Beginner Yoga. 9:30-10:45am. Yoga at
a level for those who are starting or re
entering their yoga practice. Discover
how yoga can increase your ﬂexibility
and concentration. Family Yoga, 2616 F
Lawndale Dr, Greensboro, 282-3300.

saturday

Yoga for Beginners. 9:40-10:40 am.
and 11 am with therapeutics as needed.
Introductory, step-by-step lessons for
all ages and levels of ﬁtness. Emphasis on hatha, plus pranayama, gyana,
meditation and relaxation. That’s Holistic
Yoga. Reasonable cost. Small classes in
quiet NW Greensboro studio. 855-8018;
ValPutney@aol.com.
Intermediate Yoga. 10:30-11:45am. Yoga
at a level for those who are familiar with
traditional asanas (poses). Increase your
strength, ﬂexibility and concentration in
this class. Family Yoga, 2616 F Lawndale
Dr, Greensboro, 282-3300.

COMMUNITY
resourceguide
AROMATHERAPY
C-ALTERNATIVES AROMATHERAPY
Cheryl Laudenbacher, RN, MS, AHN-BC
336-292-6846
www.c-alternatives.com

...connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare
and green living in our community. To ﬁnd out how you
can be included in the Community Resource Guide email
crg@naturaltriad.com

BODYWORK BY ROB VICKORY III
2418 Battleground Avenue
Greensboro, NC 27408 336-337-9783
robmassage.sytes.net

Individual holistic assessments in a relaxed home atmosphere by a sensitive
Master’s prepared RN with over 30 years
experience. Aromatherapist. Educator.
Speaker. Researcher. Clinical Specialist.
See ad on page 17.

Bodywork by Rob Vickory III, LMBT
4101, offering Hot Stone Massage. Also
Deep Tissue & Swedish Massage styles.
Body Therapy Institute gradute with
certified continuing education in the
magic of Hot Stone Massage; competitive rates. Gift certiﬁcates available. See
ad on page 35.

CH-IMPORTS, LTD.
PO Box 18411
Greensboro, NC 27419
336-282-9734 - www.chimports.com

RITUAL WATERS
2718 London Lane, Winston-Salem
336-760-8474
www.ritualwaters.com

Pure and natural essential oils. Custom
blending, bottling and labeling available.
For information and samples, contact
number above. See ad on page 24.

Ritual Waters provides a unique space for
clients to experience the many beneﬁts of
therapeutic massage both physically and
mentally. Gift certiﬁcates available. See
ad on page 34.

BODYWORK
THE BODY MIND CENTER
Melanie Jones, RN LMBT
612 Pasteur Dr - Suite 208
Greensboro, NC 27403
336-834-0100
Specializing in myofascial
release, therapeutic massage, craniosacral therapy,
prenatal massage, and
Body Talk. As an RN since
1985 and now as a massage therapist, I combine
varying techniques for an individualized
sesseion. NC LMBT #199. See ad on
page 32.
BODY PHILOSOPHY
Massage & Bodywork for Women
Tag Woods, LMBT NC #874
PO Box 5473, High Point, NC 27262
336-996-6135
Practicing the healing arts
with reverence, love & faith,
with the purpose of bringing
alignment back to the individual in body, mind and
spirit—with a special focus
on the childbearing years.
See ad on page 25.

ROLFING® STRUCTURAL INTEGRATION - Steve Green, Certiﬁed Rolfer
336-686-9800
www.RolﬁngGreensboro.com
Rolﬁng works the soft tissues to ease
strains and imbalances in the body
caused by accident, injury, illness, and
daily activities. Where there are strains
and imbalances, there is often impaired
movement and pain. Rolﬁng restores balance, improves movement, and reduces
pain. See ad on page 6.
YOGA CAFE
711-A Milner Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410
336-299-1070
Book your birthday parties at Yoga Cafe!
Summer Vacation Yoga special - $99 for
10 class package. Call us for details. See
ad on page 7.

BOUTIQUES/GIFTS
ECLECTIC BY NATURE
408 State Street
Greensboro, NC
336-272-0010 - eclecticbynature.com
A unique shopping experience. Visit
Eclectic by Nature for incense, aromatherapy, cds, greeting cards, jewelry, crystals herbs and much more. See ad on
page 8.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
VEMMA NUTRITION PROGRAM
336-454-6469
livebetter4life@yahoo.com
www.myvemma.com/wdorman
Work full or part-time, own your own
business, work from home, set your own
hours, and enjoy the tax beneﬁts of home
business ownership. Income potential is
unlimited. Training, leadership coaching
and support provided. No application/
registration fee. Start earning today! Call
Windell or Maggie Dorman (Independent
Distributors) at the number above. See ad
on page 39.

CHIROPRACTORS
DOOLEY FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC,
PLLC - Scott S. Dooley DC & DeAnn
M. Dooley DC, 2125 Eastchester Drive,
Suite 103, High Point
www.triadchiros.com, 336-841-1507
A modern branch of Chiropractic focusing on individual potential and optimum
human performance. Affordable Chiropractic care for the entire family.
See ad on page 38.
HARRINGTON CHIROPRACTIC &
WELLNESS CENTER
2001-D Boulevard St
Greensboro, NC 27407
336-852-5858
We pride ourselves in helping people out
of pain naturally. We use a wide variety
of techniques, such as chiropractic care,
acupuncture, nutrition and much more.
See ad on page 21.
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COACHING
CONVERSATIONS WITH YOURSELF
Joyce Anderson
336-282-2072
www.intuitionbyjoyce.com
Coaching and workshops
for you to develop & utilize
intuition, which is your
own “in-house” coach.
Whether in business or
your personal arena, intuition is the key to creativity
and inspiration. See ad on page 7.
INDIGO ANSWERS
Margo S. Ross, Life Coach & Reiki
Master - www.indigoanswers.com
336-314-0503
Mentoring services for
business, personal, and
spiritual development. Permanent self-empowerment,
acceleration, & resource
connections in an individualized program. Retainer
contracts up to 60% off and 15+ years
experience See ad page 38.

COLON HYDROTHERAPY
INNERLIGHT INSTITUTE
Judith Streetman
Certiﬁed Colon Hydrotherapist
1386-D Westgate Center Drive
Winston-Salem—336-659-9620
Colon Hydrotherapy - offering healing
through wellness. Get rid of toxins that
make you feel ill, tired or week. Call for
more information. See ad on page 24.

Eye Care
TROPHY EYEWARE
A.Jonathan Julian, L.D.O.
114E Reynolda Village - Winston-Salem
336-749-0824
Trophy Eyeware provides the best in
hardware for your visual enhancement.
From cutting edge frames to the latest in
lens technology you are offered the best.
See ad on page 18.

FITNESS
VITALLY YOURS
Linda Brooks
Certiﬁed Reboundologist
877-299-9547 www.2rebound.com
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Achieve health in body,
mind and spirit through
rebound exercise, natural
nutrition, emotional clearing and spiritual growth.
See ad on page 22.
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HERBAL PRODUCTS
AMAZON HERB CO.
Kiko - 336-402-3910
amazonwarrior.org
Courtney Shaw - 336-965-9607
amazonwarrior.net
Wild Foods promote the bodys ability to
ﬁght micororganisams such as funguses,
yeast, molds and bactreria that contribute
to today’s main degenerative deiseases.
The creation of Wild Food receives no
contribution from the human hand.
Where can a city dweller find Wild
Foods? Call or email Courtney or Kiko for
more information. See ad on page 36.
LIZZIE'S HERB SHOP
149 S. Main St. - Kernersville, NC
336-996-4030
The "herb lady" is a certiﬁed herbologist
and iridologist. Offering vitamins, herbs
and minerals.
MAD ABOUT HERBS
Monta Smith
336-722-0607
Thruway Shopping Center
Winston-salem, NC
Monta's 30 years of experience and
knowledge of Natures Sunshine Products
can greatly improve your health. She will
guide you by recommeding supplements.
Preventing disease by building a strong
immune system or overcoming disease
are her specialties. See ad page 9.
SADIE'S HERBAL GARDEN
8406 US Highway 158 - Stokesdale
336-644-SOAP (7627)\
www.sadiesherbalgarden.com
Sadie’s has handmade herbal products
made with love and knowledge-not
chemicals and unnatural ingredients.
You will discover simple, easy and affordable ways to pamper yourself. See
ad on page 30.
MARLA S.R. YOUNG
Herbalife Distributor
www.herbal-nutrition.net/members/marlasryoung • Toll free: 1-800-814-7830
100% natural, safe, effective products for
skin care, hair care, nutritional supplements, men’s & women’s health. Personalized weight management programs.
FREE personal consultations available.
See ad on page 40.

HYPNOBIRTHING
HYPNOBIRTHING®
Tag Woods 336-992-6135
Certiﬁed HypnoBirthing® Practitioner
Teaching mothers & birth companions
techniques for safe & satisfying birthing
through guided imageery, visualization
& special breathing. Five-week sessions.
Call for dates and further information.

HYPNOTHERAPY
ALTERNATIVE WELLNESS & BEYOND
Polly Humphreys, Certiﬁed Hypnotist &
L.P.T.A.
155 Northpoint Ave.,High Point, NC
Free consultation 336-988-5750
Hypnosis & EFT—holistic approach.
Specializing in Stress Management, Fears,
Smoking Cessation and Weight Management. Excellent results with Fibromyalgia. Identify root issues and resolve
the problem for good. Day and evening
appointments. Adults & Children. Expect
Success!

LAWN CARE
ELITE GARDENER BY SAFELAWN
Mike Bradley
336-315-0087
100% Organic fertilization programs for
lawns, trees and shrubs. Free estimates
and consultations. See ad on page 41.

NATUROPATHIC
PHYSICIANS
DR. AIMEE SHEPPARD, N.D.,
M.O.M., L.AC - Kernersville
336-655-2832
Integrating natural therapeutics with
current medical knowledge. See ad on
page 7.

NATUROPATHS
JUDITH TOSCANO, ND LMBT #1640
Naturopath
276-694-3745 by appointment
Combining intuition, scientiﬁc knowledge, physical, emotional & energetic
methods, Jude emphasizes mind-body treatments
using NAET, botanicals,
therapeutic massage &
rejuvenation to support your health &
wellbeing.

NUTRITION

FOGWOOD PRODUCTS
180 Fogwood Drive
Reidsville, NC
336-634-0580 fogwood@ctc.net

BERNARD’S LIGHT
336-389-1930
miracle2network.com/bernardslight
rainforestbio.com/bernardslight
Offering education & consultations to
help you assume an active role in your
health and well being. Suggestions are
based on proven, cell-friendly, resultsoriented options. See ad on page 34.
NATURAL HEALING & NUTRITION
CLINIC - Dr. A. Choi, Ph.D
2616 Deer Place, Greensboro
294-6798
Clinical & holistic nutritionist, naturopathic, 21 years exp, free
consultations, various noninvasive tests. Free trial of
far-infra-red ray massage
for muscle and back pain
for everybody. See ad on
page 6.
TAHITIAN NONI® JUICE
Betty Capps, independent Distributor
www.noni.com/betty 336-788-5344
Everywhere, people are talking about
TAHITIAN NONI ® Juice. Discover why
this simple plant is making such waves.
See ad on page 23.

ORGANIC
DEEP ROOTS MARKET
3728 Spring Garden St - Greensboro
336-292-9216
Greensboro’s only natural foods co-op
serving the Triad for over 28 years! We
are a full service grocery owned by our
customers and product knowledge is our
specialty. Mon-Sat 12-8; Sun 12-7. See
ad on page 21.

Offering Shiitake Mushrooms locally
grown in oak logs. $10 per pound. Bulk
and wholesale pricing available. Visit us
at the new Rockingham County Farmer’s
Market. See ad on page 25.

PHYSICIANS
PIEDMONT INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE,
PA - Alexander T. Augoustides, MD
1411 Plaza West Road, Suite B
Winston Salem, NC 27103
336-760-0240
Comprehensive integrative
health care focusing on
nutrition, wellness, detoxiﬁcation, thyroid disorders,
ﬁbromyalgia, bioidentical
hormones, cardiovascular
disease, diabetes mellitus, intravenous therapies
including chelation therapy, and much
more! See ad on page 12.

SHALLOWFORD FAMILY MEDICAL
CENTER Gray Erlacher, MD
3641 Westgate Ctr. Cir.
Winston-Salem, NC 27103
336-659-4646
Modern integrative clinic offers natural
hormones, intravenous vitamins, heavy
metal testing, herbal medicine and acupuncture. Dr. Erlacher trained at Wake
Forest Medical School, Univ. of WI and
in Beijing, China. See ad page 37.

REFLEXOLOGY
FOOT REFLEXOLOGY
Annie Rawleigh, Certiﬁed Reﬂexologist
1-A Wendy Court, Greensboro
336-855-7380 Appointments
Reflexology is a sensational, dynamic, yet simple approach to glowing
health. The powerful healing forces of reﬂexology
can make you whole,
bring renewed vigor and
vitality, and eliminate illness and pain
from your life. See ad on page 36.

REIKI
INDIGO ANSWERS
Margo S. Ross, Reiki Master & Teacher
www.indigoanswers.com
336-314-0503
All Usui Reiki services &
certiﬁcation lessons for I, II,
& Master levels. Treatments
for stress relief, relaxation,
mental/emotional healing,
some pain relief, chakra and
aura work & more. Lessons
discounted for massage therapy students
& family pairs (teen/parent, etc.). Open
evening and weekend hours, too. See ad
on page 38.
COURTNEY SHAW
Reiki Master Teacher
336-965-9607/545-1020, ext. 5
somatea@hotmail.com
Usui Reiki healing services and certiﬁcation ceremonies for Levels I and II offered
at the Wanek Medical Center/Institute of
Functional Medicine. www.2wellness.
com.Treatments include Sacred Space
with a statement of personal intent to
heal and relax. Certiﬁcation discounts for
students and Ongoing Free Reiki Circle
Ceremony.

Natural Triad is proud to present
NTN (Natural Triad Networking)
This unique networking group meets monthly in both Winston-Salem and Greensboro. If you are
in a health-related ﬁeld (either service or product oriented) and are interested in joining us, please
call us at 336-369-4170. There is no charge to join these informal, yet informative meetings. This
is an opportunity to meet your colleagues who share common healthy lifestyle goals and interests.
The focus of these meetings will mirror the focus of our magazine.
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SPAS
ELEMENTS DAY SPA
Kernersville/ Winston-Salem
336-992-2772/ 336-722-2629
www.elementsdayspa.net
A sanctuary for healing, wellness & beauty. Professional spa treatments in harmony
with nature. Treatments include: hot stone
therapy, facials, massage, body wraps,
manicures and pedicures. Gift certiﬁcates
are available. See ad on page 42.

WELLNESS
CENTER OF WELL-BEING
1316-1320 Ashley Square
Winston-Salem 336.794-2343
integrativecare@bellsouth.net

THEMIS INSTITUTE
Julie Lapham, Ph.D., Director
336-676-7388
E-mail: JLapham@juno.com
Exploring the inherent healing potential available in Holotropic states of
consciousness and offering cutting
edge strategies for physical, emotional,
spiritual and mental wellness. See ad on
page 24.
VITALSTAT
4642 West Market Street #218
Greensboro NC 27407 - 336-451-7971
Email: VitalStat2004@yahoo.com

YOGA
FAMILY YOGA
Cheryl Andres
336-282-3300, Greensboro
www.familyyoga.org
Prenatal, Mom & Baby, Easy
Does It, Beginners, Intermediate, Children’s, Yoga
for Men, Therapeutic yoga,
and Pilates classes are offered. See web site for class
descriptions, schedule and pricing. See
ad on page 27.
THE YOGA GALLERY
633 N. Trade Street
336-725-4119, Winston-Salem
www.yogagallery.net

We are a professional integrative healthcare practice offering Acupuncture and
Herbology, Harmonic Sound Healing,
Holistic Mental Health Counseling, Therapeutic Massage and Energy Therapies .
See ad on page 6.

We are a locally owned Triad Company,
committed to “Finding New Ways to Improve Your Health”. Higher Antioxidant
levels in the body are keys to a healthier
you. Learn your personal levels form the
Bio Photonic Scanner with just the palm
of your hand. It only takes three minutes
of your time. Please contact us to ﬁnd out
a scanning date at a location near you.
See ad on page 10.

McKEITHAN PAIN TREATMENT CTR.
Kent McKeithan
147 Columbine Dr, Winston-Salem
336-761-0501

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Susan Musgrave
236 E. Center Street
Lexington, NC 336-236-7187

YOGA CAFÉ
711 Milner Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410
336-299-1070

Bodymind Healing -- cutting edge work
interweaving mind and body balancing to
produce rapid, permanent shifts, resulting
in freedom from both physical and emotional pain. See ad on page 31.

Evaluate the level of your energy ﬂow
with a meridian stress assessment. Noninvasive. For more information, call or
email tsmusgrave@lexcominc.net.
See ad on page 23.

May Specials! May is for Moms-Mother/
Daughter/Friends Yoga Package -- buy 1
session, get 1 50% off. Gift Certiﬁcates
available. See ad on page 7.

ORGANIC PRODUCE!
Fresh picked blueberries. Visit us at
Rockingham County Farmer’s Market or
contact Fogwood Products, 336-6340580, fogwood@ctc.net

PEDICURE ROOM SET-UP
Petite portable spa with custom bench
for client seating and storage. Therabath
parafﬁn unit with cart. heatied Booties.
Very good condition. $975.00. 6652955.

CLASSIFIED
NATURAL TRIAD IS HIRING
We're growing again and looking for
an additional advertising salesperson.
Media sales experience preferred, selfmotivation a must! 100% commission.
Please send resume to Natural Triad,
c/o AAWP, 4915-H High Point Road,
Greensboro, NC 27407.
DO YOU THRIVE ON WORKING CREATIVELY? GoPLAY Advertising, a new
Winston-Salem advertising ﬁrm seeks
individuals passionate about design
and/or creative advertising and marketing. At GoPLAY we believe in having
fun at what we do. We will provide a
unique internship opportunity for those
who would rather get their feet wet then
spend all day stufﬁng envelopes. All
experience levels welcome. Email or
call for details: kelly@goplayadvertising.
com; 336-245-0668.
EARN EXTRA $$$ Distribute natural,
nutritional products, training provided.
Call 1-800-814-7830 or visit www.
iwantachangeforme.com today!
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COUPLES RETREATS
Romantic Getaway Workshops: Deepen
intimacy and passion. Brochure. 1-877282-4244, www.IntimacyRetreats.com
MOMS NEEDED NOW! Work at Home
Your Way. Free Website & Training. No
Selling, stocking, or delivering. www.
UcanBathome.com or 1-888-239-3221
ID# 5577

Yoga classes and private instruction in the
downtown Winston-Salem Arts District
for children thru seniors, all levels. Also,
Prenatal, Nia, Belly Dance and Meditation. See ad on page 20.

SKIN CARE ROOM SET-UP
Steamer, portable 5 in one skin care unit
with cart, UV sterilizer, towel warmer,
woods lamp, Lucas sprayer. Excellent
condition. $1675.00. 665-2955.
SPACE FOR RENT. Country setting.
Reasonable prices. 336-674-8008

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
GOT GOJI? Dr. Earl Mindell brings the
secret of long life and good health to
the western world. First time ever in this
form! International expansion and unique
product. Web presence and exclusive
marketing rights. Call 336-290-0060 or
go to www.Tim.Gojiteam.com

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS NEEDED
Christian-based healthy technology
company seeks self-starters to lead
nationwide roll-out of new equipment.
No sales experience required. Will train.
Equal Opportunity. Earn $500-$1000
part-time/ $3000-$6000 full-time.
Home-based business opportunity. Call
888-374-5144.

FOR SALE
Nature’s Sunshine Shop, nutritional
supplements. 9 Years established. Large
customer base. Excellent location. Turn
key. 336-722-0607.

EARN EXTRA MONEY
Earn extra money with a business in
AVON. Flexible schedule, great incentives. Call Joyce today! 336-595-4980.

T

SuperThinking—Super Learning Course to Be Offered
at Little Horse Creek
August 26-28

o celebrate the feminine side of thinking, our contributing editor Merri Scott will conduct a course August
26-27-28 at our Blue Ridge sanctuary. The course is
called “Super Thinking – Super Learning” and it helps unlock
the power of your untapped knowledge.
One of the biggest challenges of this decade is overcoming the pressures of adaptation. As technology accelerates
life, we gain so many time-saving devices that we have no
time left!
This is why the ability to quickly assimilate, process and
recall information is an important tool we all need.
There are numerous little known, but scientiﬁcally proven
ways to enhance the speed, accuracy and efﬁciency of our
decision making process for greater wealth, health and happiness. Now you can gain almost amazing thinking power.
Plus you become skilled in Spanish as a bonus. In just a long
weekend!
This is no gimmick. At least three best selling books,
Superlearning, The Mozart Effect and SuperLearning 2000
have revealed insights about how we can learn and think
more powerfully based on systems drawn from Bulgarian
Dr. Georgi Lozanov.
In 1980 SuperLearning sold over two million copies and
showed how the Lozanov learning system blended long-tested
sciences of yoga with contemporary physiology and psychology so people could learn faster and better.
Lozanov helped build such a powerful educational
system in his poor country (Bulgaria) that the Russians took
notice and used his tactics to create an educational system
that still produces more scientists and super brains than almost
anywhere in the world.
This book exposed this fact and made the system so
popular that Dr. Lozanov was allowed to visit the U.S. from
Bulgaria to teach this system to just a very few people so they
could pass on this vital information on how to learn and think
in a more natural, powerful way.
Merri was among those few, and is licensed to teach the
Lozanov system from this Bulgarian master. Her modiﬁed
system helps you learn how to think and learn more powerfully. To prove how good you will be with this process, she
will teach you ﬂuent Spanish over the weekend just as a side
beneﬁt.
The learning system you gain expands on Dr. Lozanov’s
original work and offers new insights into tapping human
potential, drawing from ancient and modern tactics for quick
learning such as subliminal memory, music, nutrition, and
productivity.
For example you learn how to evoke the power of the
senses, thus super-charging memory. Ever hear a song from
twenty, thirty or forty years past and in a snap know all the
words, the tune and remember with whom and where you
heard it decades ago? You will earn how to use ten cycle music
to gain almost super human thinking powers.
Essential oils are another thought processing tool you

gain. Put on one oil when you put data in and when you
use the oil later, the education becomes immediately accessible.
Dr. Lozanov was totally committed to learning without
stress, to enjoy the thrill of relaxed, leisurely learning. These
are just two, whole learning, super-thinking tactics you gain
at Merri’s course.
What is your desire? Do you want to speak Spanish,
French, German, Chinese or any language? Would you like
to golf better or accomplish more in school? Would you like
to easily and quickly zip through projects, chores, reports?
Merri’s “Super Thinking – Super Learning” course can help
you learn any subject, two-to-ﬁve times faster, in exciting and
innovative ways. Once these concepts are understood, you
will know how to create your own program and build new
skills at work in study and play.
The course also helps you become ﬂuent in Spanish, the
second most spoken language in the world. Chances are a
huge Spanish speaking population lives around you. Yet our
North American language system did not teach us how to
communicate with or understand this culture. We can all do
with a bit of Spanish.
Yet who has the time? You do!
Fluency in a language is considered to come when you
know 1,200 words. To prove that it is possible to gain this and
much more, here is just one tactic that teaches you hundreds
of Spanish words in less than three minutes.
All words in Spanish and English that end in ION are
identical, just pronounced differently. Take a look:
English
Tradition
Education
Action

Spanish
Tradition
Education
Action

You already know hundreds of Spanish nouns. This is just
one of seven Spanish lessons you gain. The next lesson teaches
you how to pronounce each of these nouns. Then you learn in
a third lesson almost as many verbs, almost as quickly.
The fourth lesson shows how to avoid conjugating verbs
by sticking with the inﬁnitive (far easier than it sounds). This
simple lesson leaves you sounding like a Spanish professor.
Lesson ﬁve shows how to sound inﬁnitely polite and yet get
almost anything you want in Spanish. Lesson six gives you
the valuable connectors and the seventh lesson triples your
Spanish capacity with yesterday, now and tomorrow.
By the end of three day course you will feel quite comfortable speaking Spanish without stress!
You gain all this in a course that can improve your life
drastically. Learn how to enroll in this course which offers
all meals and accommodations at our Blue Ridge learning
sanctuary. To learn more or enroll call 336-384-1122 or go to
http://www.garyascott.com/catalog/superspanish.html
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